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Abstract
Next-generation microprocessors will increasingly rely on parallelism, as opposed to frequency scal-
ing, for improvements in performance. Microprocessor designers are attaining such parallelism by
placing multiple processing cores on a single piece of silicon. As the architecture of modern computer
systems evolves from single monolithic cores to multiple cores, its programming models continue to
evolve. Programming parallel computer systems has historically been quite challenging because the
programmer must orchestrate both computation and communication. A number of different models
have evolved to help the programmer with this arduous task, from standardized shared memory and
message passing application programming interfaces, to automatically parallelizing compilers that
attempt to achieve performance and correctness similar to that of hand-coded programs. One of the
most widely used standard programming interfaces is the Message Passing Interface (MPI).
This thesis contributes rMPI, a robust, deadlock-free, high performance design and implemen-
tation of MPI for the Raw tiled architecture. rMPI's design constitutes the marriage of the MPI inter-.
face and the Raw system, allowing programmers to employ a well understood programming model
to a novel high performance parallel computer. rMPI introduces robust, deadlock-free, and high-
performance mechanisms to program Raw; offers an interface to Raw that is compatible with current
MPI software; gives programmers already familiar with MPI an easy interface with which to program
Raw; and gives programmers fine-grain control over their programs when trusting automatic paral-
lelization tools is not desirable. Experimental evaluations show that the resulting library has relatively
low overhead, scales well with increasing message sizes for a number of collective algorithms, and
enables respectable speedups for real applications.
Thesis Supervisor: Anant Agarwal
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter i
INTRODUCTION
The high performance parallel computing industry pushes and explores the frontier of computing,
and is, in many cases, the crucible in which the industry's cutting edge advances form. High per-
formance parallel computers are the holy grail of computing, often representing the most powerful
computers available today. These computer systems were once used only for code breaking, nuclear
weapon design, and other military operations. Over time, such systems became more common-
place in carrying out highly calculation-intensive tasks such as weather forecasting, climate mod-
eling, financial modeling, hydrodynamics, molecular dynamics and modeling, quantum chemistry,
and cryptanalysis. Furthermore, ultra-fast computers are increasingly being used for everyday prod-
uct design. For instance, in early 2005, the Japanese Automobile Manufacturers Association reported
that they had used their Earth Simulator supercomputer [19], currently the fourth fastest supercom-
puter in the world [7], to drastically increase the speed and resolution of their car crash simulations.
Procter & Gamble even employed a high performance computer to investigate the airflow over its
Pringles potato chips in an attempt to keep them from blowing off the assembly line! Additionally,
diaper manufacturers routinely run computational fluid dynamics simulations on high performance
computers in an attempt to create more effective diapers [3, 32, 11].
Research and development of high performance computers show no signs of slowing down. In
addition to reasons stemming from their now widespread use, they are increasingly being viewed by
nations as crucial investments for progress in national security, advanced technology, and cutting-
edge science. The economic impacts of high performance computing are potentially tremendously
significant. The global race towards the next milestone in high performance computing performance,
breaking the petaflop1 barrier, is intensifying. Scientists and technology executives, especially from
'A petaflop is a measure of computing performance equivalent to the ability to perform 1,ooo trillion mathematical
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the U.S., Japan, and China, believe having access to the world's fastest supercomputers is necessary
to stay ahead in crucial markets like oil and gas exploration, automobile design, and manufacturing.
Plus, possessing the world's fastest computer has become an international sign of status.
Such a thrust towards developing faster computers has certainly pushed and is continuing to
push virtually every aspect of computing forward. The two key features that are typically used to
characterize a high performance parallel computer are its architecture and programming model.
Computer architecture has seen manifest growth in the later half of the twentieth century. From
burgeoning silicon resources due to advances in microelectronics, and significant innovations in
computer architecture, microprocessors have seen a doubling in performance every 18 months, start-
ing in 1965, as described by Moore's Law [4]. Over the last few years, computer architects have been
using these copious silicon resources in novel ways. One of the main architectural innovations has
been to improve processor performance by increasing parallelism as opposed to attempting to run
processors at faster frequencies. Microprocessor designers are beginning to tile multiple processors
onto a single piece of silicon in an attempt to keep wire lengths short. Designers are motivated to
keep wires short because they have become the predominant factor in determining a microproces-
sor's speed and power use.
The other primary feature of a high performance computer is its programming model, which de-
scribes the manner in which the programmer interacts with the system. The manner in which these
parallel systems, both the world's fastest ones and more commonplace smaller parallel systems, are
programmed have also experienced an evolution. To take advantage of multiple processing elements,
the programmer must partition the computation, allocating different portions of it to different pro-
cessors so multiple threads of computation can occur simultaneously. Furthermore, the data that the
computation uses as input must be physically transported to the appropriate processing elements in a
coherent and timely fashion. Programmers are faced with this task of explicitly specifying paralleliza-
tion and communication because doing so automatically is quite challenging. Thus, programming
large parallel systems has been and continues to be difficult because the programmer must orches-
trate both computation and communication simultaneously. Over time, a number of different models
have evolved to help the programmer in this arduous task, from standardized shared memory and
message passing application programming interfaces (APIs), to automatically parallelizing compilers
that attempt to achieve performance and correctness similar to that of hand-coded programs.
One of the most widely-used programming interfaces is the Message Passing Interface (MPI)
operations a second.
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[12], a standardized message passing API, available on a host of parallel computer systems. This
thesis contributes rMPI, a robust, deadlock-free, high performance design and implementation of
MPI for the Raw architecture [31, 30, 29] one of the new parallel computer systems on a chip. rMPI's
design constitutes the marriage of the MPI interface and the Raw system, allowing programmers to
employ a well understood programming model to a novel high performance parallel computer.
1.1 The Challenge of Programming Parallel Computers
Ever since the first parallel computer systems arose decades ago, the task of programming them has
been quite challenging. To program a parallel system, the programmer is responsible for spatially and
temporally coordinating both computation and communication. Parallel programs typically require
large amounts of computation, and are therefore usually broken up into discrete pieces so that differ-
ent processors can compute separate portions of the program in parallel. In order for each processor
to carry out its task, it must somehow garner the necessary input data, communicate dependent data
to other processors, and they must all ultimately coalesce their results. Writing programs that juggle
these tasks is challenging, and for this reason, research in developing and improving new program-
ming models for parallel computer systems is long-standing and continues to be quite active.
Parallel computer systems can be programmed in a variety of ways, but most fall into one of a
few categories. In 1988, McGraw and Axelrod identified a few distinct paths for the development of
application software for parallel computers [23]. The development paths include:
. Extend an existing compiler to automatically translate sequential programs into parallel pro-
grams
* Define a totally new parallel language and compiler system
* Extend an existing language with new operations that allow users to express parallelism.
Of course, each of these approaches has its advantages and disadvantages.
Research in automatically parallelizing compilers is particularly fervent, especially using imper-
ative languages such as Fortran and C. These compilers take regular sequential programs and extract
parallelism from them, orchestrate the partitioning of computation, and manage communication,
all automatically. These compilers employ various techniques such as vectorization, loop analysis,
and dependency graph analysis to extract both coarse-grain and fine-grain parallelism. The main
17
advantages of this approach are that it allows previously written programs to be run directly after re-
compilation, and allows programmers to continue to write serial programs, which are typically much
simpler to write. Examples of parallelizing compilers include Suif [16, 9], Open64 [6], and RawCC
[18].
Some programming languages are innately parallel, incorporating primitives that allow program-
mers to implement parallel algorithms explicitly using language constructs. Some parallel languages
such as Occam were developed from scratch. On the other hand, many parallel programming lan-
guages are really conventional or sequential programming languages with some parallel extensions.
Examples of parallel programming languages include High Performance Fortran, Unified Parallel C,
C*, Cilk, sC++, Charm++, pH, APL, NESL, CSP, and MultiLisp. Furthermore, new languages such as
Xio from IBM , Chapel from Cray, and Fortress from Sun Microsystems have emerged from DARPAs
HPCS project. These languages attempt to give the programmer well-defined abstractions to repre-
sent parallelism for high performance computer systems, and represent one possible trajectory of the
parallel programming domain.
A more conservative approach to developing parallel programming is to extend a sequential pro-
gramming language with functions that allow the programmer to create parallel processes, allow
them to communicate with each other, and synchronize them. This approach is the easiest, least ex-
pensive, quickest, and most popular approach to parallel programming. New libraries can be created
relatively quickly when new parallel architectures are developed, and if the library is written accord-
ing to a standardized API, programmers can transfer their previous experience programming other
parallel systems to new systems. These systems do have their drawbacks, of course. Because the com-
piler is not involved, there is no automatic error checking in the development of parallel codes. This
can commonly lead to faulty programs that are tremendously difficult to debug. Nonetheless, this
approach continues to be the most common and widespread amongst programmers of parallel com-
puters. One of the most commonly used parallel programming interface standards is the Message
Passing Interface (MPI), which offers parallel programming subroutines to programmers writing in
sequential languages such as Fortran, C, and C++. Libraries meeting the MPI standard exist for virtu-
ally every kind of parallel computer, so programs written with MPI function calls are highly portable.
It offers both blocking and non-blocking send and receive primitives, reduction operations, and col-
lective operations such as broadcast, scatter, and gather. It also gives the user the ability to define
and manipulate groups of processes, allowing sophisticated control over partitioning of computation
and coordination of communication. The MPI standard was ratified in 1994, has been evolving ever
18
since, and continues to be commonly embodied in new implementations for novel parallel computer
systems.
1.2 The Raw Microprocessor
The Raw processor [31, 30, 29], developed at M.I.T., consists of sixteen identical programmable tiles
that provide an interface to the gate, pin, and wiring resources of the chip through suitable high-
level abstractions. Each tile contains an 8-stage in-order single-issue processing pipeline, a 32-entry
register file, a 4-stage single-precision pipelined floating point unit, a 32 KB data cache, and 32 KB
software-managed instruction caches. for the processor and static router, respectively. The compute
processor's instruction set architecture (ISA) is similar to that of a MIPS R5000 processor. Further-
more, in an attempt to give the programmer finer-grain control over wire delay, the clock speed and
size of the tiles were co-designed such that it takes a single clock cycle for a signal to travel through
a small amount of logic and across one tile.
The tiles are interconnected by four 32-bit full-duplex on-chip networks, two of which are static,
and two of which are dynamic. The static networks are named "static" because routes of messages are
specified at compile time. On the other hand, the routes of messages sent on the dynamic networks
are specified at run time. The Raw ISA gives the programmer the ability to carefully orchestrate the
transfer of data values between the processing elements, as the networks are both register-mapped
and tightly integrated into the bypass paths of the processor pipeline. This network interface al-
lows the programmer a large amount of freedom and flexibility in constructing parallel programs;
however, freedom and flexibility increase programmers' responsibility to write their programs in a
deadlock-free and robust manner, a sometimes non-trivial task.
The Raw processor is discussed further in Chapter 2, and is extensively discussed in [31, 30, 29].
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis contributes an MPI implementation for the Raw architecture that has several attractive
features:
* rMPI is compatible with current MPI software. rMPI allows users to run pre-existing MPI
applications on Raw without any modifications. rMPI is a nearly complete MPI implementa-
tion, implementing a large portion of the standard.
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* rMPI gives programmers already familiar with MPI an easy interface to program Raw.
As MPI is a widely-used and well-known message passing standard, many programmers are
already familiar with it. Thus, they will be able to apply their skills to quickly write sophisticated
programs on Raw.
* rMPI gives programmers fine-grain control over their programs when trusting automatic
parallelization tools are not adequate. In some cases, usually for performance reasons, the
programmer may desire to have full and transparent control over how communication and
computation are orchestrated, making automatic parallelization methods less desirable than
explicit mechanisms.
. rMPI gives users a robust, deadlock-free, and high-performance programming model with
which to program Raw. Given the large amount of flexibility and freedom that the Raw ISA
provides to the software, programmers are easily susceptible to deadlock and other plaguing
issues. Even if the programmer is not familiar with MPI, rMPI provides an easy-to-learn high-
level abstraction and manages the hardware's underlying complexity, obviating intense effort
on the part of the programmer.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the Raw architecture and
the MPI standard, highlighting their key features, and describing aspects particularly important to
understanding rMPI in more detail. Chapter 3 develops the design, architecture, and implementation
of the two rMPI prototype systems, known as Version I and Version II, while Chapter 4 describes the
resulting production version of rMPI, known as Version III. Chapter 5 presents the experimental
evaluation and analysis that show the final version of rMPI provides a scalable, deadlock-free, and
relatively low-overhead MPI implementation for the Raw architecture. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes
with lessons learned and future work.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
In order to better understand the design and implementation presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4,
some background information must first be understood. To that end, this chapter provides a brief
overview of the Raw architecture and the MPI standard. The chapter concludes with a small MPI
example program.1
2.1 The Raw Microprocessor
The Raw microprocessor addresses the challenge of building a general-purpose architecture that per-
forms better on a wider variety of stream and embedded computing applications than traditional
existing microprocessors. Raw exposes the underlying on-chip resources, including logic, wires, and
pins, to software through a novel ISA so that it can take advantage of the resources in parallel applica-
tions. As seen in Figure 2-1, the resources on Raw are laid out in a 4-by-4 tiled arrangement. The tiles
are identical and programmable, and each contains its own 8-stage in-order single-issue MIPS-style
processing pipeline. Furthermore, each tile also contains a 4-stage single-precision pipelined FPU,
a 32 KB data cache, two static and two dynamic networks, and 32KB and 64KB software-managed
instruction caches for the processing pipeline and static router, respectively. The tiles are sized such
that a signal can travel across the tile in a single clock cycle. While the Raw prototype chip contains
16 tiles, VLSI scaling will soon allow larger Raw chips to contain hundreds or even thousands of tiles.
The tiles are interconnected by four 32-bit full duplex on-chip networks, two static, and two
dynamic. The static networks are for communication where the routes are specified at compile-time,
while the dynamic networks are for routes that are specified at run time. Each tile is connected only
'Parts of this chapter borrow material from [31, 21, 25, 22].
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Figure 2-1: The Raw microprocessor comprises 16 tiles. Each tile has a compute processor, routers,
network wires, and instruction and data memory. Figure source: [31]. Used with permission.
to each of its four neighbors, so data traveling from one end of the chip to the other will have to
traverse multiple tiles. However, the length of the longest wire in the system is no greater than the
length or width of a tile, so traversing n tiles will only take n clock cycles. This property ensures high
clock speeds and the continued scalability of the architecture as more tiles are added.
Raw's on-chip network interconnect and its interface with the processing pipeline are its key
innovative features. The on-chip networks are exposed to the software through the Raw ISA, giving
the programmer (or compiler) the ability to directly program the wiring resources of the processor,
and to carefully orchestrate the transfer of data values between the computational portions of the tiles.
To go from corner to corner of the processor takes six hops, which corresponds to approximately
six cycles of wire delay. Furthermore, the on-chip networks are not only register-mapped but also
integrated directly into the bypass paths of the processor pipeline.
2.1.1 The Static Network
Raw's static network consists of two identical statically-scheduled networks, also known as its "scalar
operand networks." These networks allow tiles to communicate with their neighbors on all four sides:
north; east; south; west. Routing instructions are specified at compile-time in an instruction stream
running on the switch processor, a small processor contained on each tile that handles routing. In-
structions can specify to route a word in any of the four directions, or to the compute processor on
the same tile. To execute an instruction, the switch processor waits until all operands are available,
and then uses a crossbar to route all words in a single cycle before advancing to the next instruc-
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tion. The switch processor ISA is a 64-bit VLIW form, consisting of a control flow instruction and
a routing instruction. The routing instruction can specify one route for each crossbar output in a
single instruction. Furthermore, because the router program memory is cached, there is no practical
architectural limit on the number of simultaneous communication patterns that can be supported in
a computation.
2.1.2 The Dynamic Network
Raw's two dynamic networks support cache misses, interrupts, dynamic messages, and other asyn-
chronous events. Whereas the message destinations and sizes must be known at compile time in
order to use the static network, routes and sizes of messages sent on the dynamic network can be
specified at runtime. The two dynamic networks use dimension-ordered wormhole routing, and are
structured identically. One network, the memory network, follows a deadlock-avoidance strategy to
avoid end-point deadlock. It is only used by trusted clients such as data caches, DMA, and I/O. The
second network, the general dynamic network (GDN), is used by untrusted clients, requiring the
user to carefully avoid deadlock. The GDN is also supported by a deadlock recovery mechanism that
is typically invoked when no forward progress has been made in the network for a certain number
of cycles. However, relying on this mechanism is generally not a good idea for performance rea-
sons, so, therefore, programs should be written to avoid deadlock if possible. rMPI does not employ
the deadlock recovery mechanism; it is designed such that a well-formed MPI program will never
deadlock. The remainder of this section will focus on the GDN, as it constitutes rMPI's underlying
communication transport.
Details
Messages on the dynamic network are generated dynamically at runtime. Routing information is
described in a message header, which encodes the length of the message, the absolute x and y coor-
dinates of the destination tile, and the "final" route field. The final route field specifies the direction
of the final route to be performed after all x-y routing is completed (e.g., into processor, off chip,
etc.). The length field of the GDN header is only five bits, so the maximum length of a message is
31 words (32 including the header). In the case where a message is sent to another tile, the header
word is consumed by the destination tile's dynamic scheduler, so the recipient of the message never
has access to it.
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The programmer can access the GDN via register-mapped network ports, $CGNI and $CGNO 2,
the input and output port, respectively. To send a message, the programmer uses the I HDR instruc-
tion to construct the message header, passing it the length and the destination tile number. Then,
payload data can be sent by simply moving data to the $ CGNO register, once per data word. By the
time the payload words get into the network, the dynamic network schedulers will have already been
set up by the header word. Similarly, to read data from the network, the receiving tile reads from the
$CGN I register. If data has arrived, it can be consumed immediately. Otherwise, the receiving tile
will block indefinitely.
The network guarantees that GDN messages (again, having lengths from 1 to 31 words) arrive at
the destination tile in one atomic chunk. In other words, the network guarantees that multiple GDN
messages arriving at the same destination tile will not be interleaved. However, if the programmer
wishes to send a larger logical message, she must break it into chunks, or packets, at the sender side,
and reassemble the packets into the larger logical message at the receiver side. Since the network only
guarantees atomicity of individual GDN messages, packets from multiple senders may be interleaved
at a destination tile. In this case, the destination tile must both reassemble and sort incoming packets.
The notion of breaking larger logical messages into packets is an important one that will be seen
extensively during Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, which describe the design and implementation of rMPI.
As just described, the standard way to send and receive messages over the GDN is via the $CGN I
and $CGNO registers. Programmers can orchestrate communication by carefully designing a global
communication pattern. For instance, one could write the appropriate code to implement the follow-
ing communication pattern: "tile o sends 18 words to tile 8; tile 8 receives 18 words (implicitly from
tile o); tile 2 sends 1 word to tile o; tile o receives 1 word (implicitly from tile 2)." With careful atten-
tion to detail, this scheme works, assuming the following constraint is met: incoming data must be
consumed fast enough so that the limited in-network buffering is not overfilled. Each incoming and
outgoing network port can buffer only 4 words of data. Without taking this into account, it would be
easy to construct a case where deadlock ensues. This situation is described further in Section 3.2.3.
Programmers can also rely on the GDNAVAIL interrupt to signify when new data is available
on the $CGN I input. This interrupt fires when there is one or more data words available in the in-
put queue of the GDN. Thus, programmers can implement programs that use an interrupt handler
for all reading from $CGNI. In this scheme, sending messages over the GDN would occur in the
same way as described above, but receiving would effectively occur in a different thread context than
2 The register name "CGNx" is derived from "communication, general network'
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the main program. Thus, data structures and other mechanisms would have to be used for commu-
nication between the data-receiving interrupt handler and the (presumably) data-consuming main
thread. Such a scheme could be quite efficient, especially because receiving tiles would never block
on reading from $ CGN I, as they would only enact a read from it when data was already known to be
available. However, this scheme also introduces a number of potential race conditions, and therefore
requires careful timing and cautious shared data structure interaction. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 will
discuss these issues in detail. Note that one version of rMPI uses the non-interrupt-driven approach
to receiving data, while the two other versions, including the resulting production version, use the
interrupt-driven scheme.
2.2 The Message Passing Interface
The message passing model is one of several communication paradigms introduced in Chapter 1.
Message passing is a general and powerful method of expressing parallelism through which data is
explicitly transmitted from one process to another. According to this model, process A may send a
message containing some of its local data values to process B, giving process B access to these values.
In addition to using messages for data communication, processors also send messages to synchronize
with each other. While message passing can be used to create extremely efficient parallel programs, it
can be very difficult to design and develop message passing programs. It has been called the "assembly
language of parallel computing" because it forces the programmer to deal with so much detail [21].
In the late 198os, a number of parallel computer manufacturers each supplied their own propri-
etary message-passing library in the form of an augmentation to some ordinary sequential language
(usually C or FORTRAN). Since each vendor had its own set of function calls, programs written for
one parallel system were not portable to a different parallel system. After a few years of using propri-
etary systems, the lack of portability prompted a great deal of support for a message passing library
standard for parallel computers. In 1989, the first version of PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) was de-
veloped at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and, after a few rewrites, became quite popular amongst
parallel programmers.
Meanwhile, the Center for Research on Parallel Computing sponsored a workshop on message
passing in 1992. This meeting prompted the birth of the Message Passing Interface Forum and,
shortly thereafter, a preliminary draft of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard. Version i.o
of the standard appeared in 1994, and has since become the most popular message-passing library
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standard for parallel computers. MPI is not an implementation or a language, but a standard with
which implementations on different parallel computers must comply. Thus, programs written using
MPI are portable: they can be moved from one parallel system to another, assuming they both of-
fer a valid MPI implementation. Overall, such portability is a key goal of MPI, providing a virtual
computing model that hides many architectural details of the underlying parallel computer.
2.2.1 What's included in MPI?
Version 1 of the MPI standard includes:
. Point-to-point communication
. Collective operations
* Process groups
. Communication domains
. Process topologies
* Environment Management and inquiry
. Profiling interface
. Bindings for Fortran and C
Point-to-point communication functions deal with the basic mechanism of MPI, the transmit-
tal of data between a pair of processes, one side sending, the other receiving. Collective operations
deal with the MPI capabilities to communicate between multiple processes simultaneously, includ-
ing broadcasting, spreading, and collecting data. Process groups define the abstract collections of
processes that can be used to partition the global communication domain into smaller domains to
allow different groups of processors to perform independent work. These groups are created and
manipulated using the abstraction of communication domains. MPI also supports mechanisms for
defining logical process topologies, including grids and graphs, allowing for a standard mechanism
for implementing common algorithmic concepts such as 2D grids in linear algebra. MPI also in-
cludes functions which allow for environment management and inquiry and application profiling.
MPI-1 includes bindings for C and FORTRAN. Table 2.1 shows all 128 MPI-i functions.
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MPI-2, an extension to the standard born in 1995, added dynamic process management, in-
put/output, one-sided operations, and bindings for C++. See [15] for more details on MPI-2. Overall,
the complete MPI standard is massive, consisting of 280 function specifications, a myriad of datatypes
and other standard-defined entities.
2.2.2 Example
While the full MPI standard includes a tremendous amount of functionality, in a large number of
cases, programmers can implement a large number of programs with just six fundamental MPI func-
tions:
" MP I__In it Initializes the MPI execution environment; must be called before any other MPI
routine.
* MP IF ina l i z e Terminates MPI execution environment; cleans up all MPI state. Once this
routine is called, no MPI routine (including MP I_ IN I T) may be called.
* MP IComm_s i z e Determines the size of the group associated with a communicator.
" MP IComm_rank Determines the rank or id of the calling process in the given communica-
tor.
" MP ISend Performs a basic blocking send.
" MP IRe cv Performs a basic blocking receive.
Using these abstractions, a simple example can be constructed. In the piece of C code shown in
Figure 2-2, executed by a total of two processes, process o and process 1, process o sends a message
to process i.
Again, the same code executes on both process o and process 1. Process o sends a character
string using MP I_Send () .The first three parameters of the send call specify the data to be sent: the
outgoing data is to be taken from msg, which consists of st rien (msg ) +1 entries, each of type
MP ICHAR. The fourth parameter specifies the message destination, which is process 1. The fifth
parameter specifies the message tag, a numeric label used by processes to distinguish between differ-
ent messages. Finally, the last parameter is a communicator that specifies a communication domain
for this communication, which, among other things, serves to define a set of processes that can be
contacted. Each process is labeled by a process rank, which are integers and are discovered by inquiry
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int main()
{
char msg[20];
int myrank, tag = 42;
MPI-Status status;
MPIInit(NULL, NULL);
MPI-Comm-rank(MPI-COMMWORLD, &myrank);
if(myrank == 0) 10
{
// send message
strcpy(msg, "Hello there");
MPISend(msg, strlen(msg)+1, MPICHAR, 1, tag, MPICOMMWORLD);
}
else if (myrank == 1)
{
// receive message
MPIRecv(msg, 20, MPICHAR, 0, tag, MPI-COMM-WORLD, &status); 20
printf("Just received message from process 0: \"%s\"\n", msg);
}
MPIFinalizeo;
}
Figure 2-2: C code. Process o sends a message to process 1.
to a communicator. MP ICOMMWORLD is the default communicator provided upon start-up that
defines an initial communication domain for all processes that participate in computation.
The receiving process specifies that the incoming data is to be placed in msg and that it has a
maximum size of 20 entries, of type MP I_CHAR. Finally, the variable s t atus gives information on
the source and tag of the message, as well as how many elements were actually received.
Using the six functions employed in this simple example program, a multitude of message passing
programs can be written. The rest of the MPI functions serve to abstract away lower level details,
offering high-level primitives such as broadcast, scatter/gather, and reduction. These higher-level
operations are discussed more thoroughly throughout the remainder of this thesis.
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MPIABORT
MPIALLGATHERV
MPIALLTOALLV
MPIATTRPUT
MPIBSEND
MPIBUFFERDETACH
MPICARTCOORDS
MPICARTMAP
MPICARTSUB
MPICOMMDUP
MPICOMMRANK
MPICOMMSIZE
MPIDIMSCREATE
MPIERRHANDLERGET
MPIERRORSTRING
MPIGATHERV
MPIGETPROCESSORNAME
MPIGRAPHGET
MPIGRAPHNEIGHBORSCOUNT
MPIGROUPEXCL
MPIGROUPINTERSECTION
MPIGROUPRANK
MPIGROUPUNION
MPIINITIALIZED
MPIIPROBE
MPIISEND
MPIKEYVALFREE
MPIPACK
MPIPROBE
MPIREDUCE
MPIRSEND
MPISCATTER
MPISENDRECV
MPISSEND
MPISTARTALL
MPITESTANY
MPITOPOTEST
MPITYPEEXTENT
MPITYPEHVECTOR
MPITYPESIZE
MPITYPEVECTOR
MPIWAITALL
MPIADDRESS
MPIALLREDUCE
MPIATTRDELETE
MPIBARRIER
MPIBSENDINIT
MPICANCEL
MPICARTCREATE
MPICARTRANK
MPICOMMCOMPARE
MPICOMMFREE
MPICOMMREMOTEGROUP
MPICOMMSPLIT
MPIERRHANDLERCREATE
MPIERRHANDLERSET
MPIFINALIZE
MPIGETCOUNT
MPIGRAPHDIMSGET
MPIGRAPHMAP
MPIGROUPCOMPARE
MPIGROUPFREE
MPIGROUPRANGEEXCL
MPIGROUPSIZE
MPIIBSEND
MPIINTERCOMMCREATE
MPIIRECV
MPIISSEND
MPIOPCREATE
MPIPACKSIZE
MPIRECV
MPIREDUCESCATTER
MPIRSENDINIT
MPISCATTERV
MPISENDRECVREPLACE
MPISSENDINIT
MPITEST
MPITESTSOME
MPITYPECOMMIT
MPITYPEFREE
MPITYPEINDEXED
MPITYPESTRUCT
MPIUNPACK
MPIWAITANY
MPIALLGATHER
MPIALLTOALL
MPIATTRGET
MPIBCAST
MPIBUFFERATTACH
MPICARTDIMGET
MPICARTGET
MPICARTSHIFT
MPICOMMCREATE
MPICOMMGROUP
MPICOMMREMOTESIZE
MPICOMMTESTINTER
MPIERRHANDLERFREE
MPIERRORCLASS
MPIGATHER
MPIGETELEMENTS
MPIGRAPHCREATE
MPIGRAPHNEIGHBORS
MPIGROUPDIFFERENCE
MPIGROUPINCL
MPIGROUPRANGEINCL
MPIGROUPTRANSLATERANKS
MPIINIT
MPIINTERCOMMMERGE
MPIIRSEND
MPIKEYVALCREATE
MPIOPFREE
MPIPCONTROL
MPIRECVINIT
MPIREQUESTFREE
MPISCAN
MPISEND
MPISENDINIT
MPISTART
MPITESTALL
MPITESTCANCELLED
MPI TYPE CONTIGUOUS
MPITYPEHINDEXED
MPITYPELB
MPITYPEUB
MPIWAIT
MPIWAITSOME
Table 2.1: Complete list of MPI- i functions
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Chapter 3
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PROTOTYPE
SYSTEMS
Using the motivations and observations from Chapter i and incorporating the features of the Raw
architecture, this Chapter develops the design, architecture, and implementation of rMPI's two pro-
totype systems. While rMPI's application programming interface (API) is fixed by the MPI standard,
its implementation must strive to make the most of Raw's resources in order to produce a robust,
MPI-standards-conforming, and high performance system. This chapter describes how these re-
quirements ultimately transitioned to the precursor to the resulting design of rMPI, and show how
practical issues dealing with the underlying Raw architecture influenced its implementation.
During the design and implementation process, a number of goals were established to provide
direction and focus. The resulting design would be considered a success if the following objectives
were reached:
. MPI-Standard Compliant.
* Complete MPI Implementation.
. Scalable.
. Deadlock-Free.
* Optimized for the Raw Architecture.
* High Performance.
. Low Overhead.
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. Extensible.
rMPI has undergone a number of complete re-implementations throughout its development. The
ultimate implementation is the most robust, efficient, and standards-compliant version of the three
versions that have existed since the rMPI project began. However, this evolution provides insights
into the final design and therefore deserves some attention. Version I is the initial rendering that
implemented, from scratch, a minimal set of the MPI standard in a somewhat inefficient manner;
Version II implemented a larger set of the MPI standard from scratch in a more efficient manner;
Version III implements a large portion of the MPI standard in a robust and efficient manner, and is
thoroughly evaluated in Chapter 5.
This chapter focuses on Versions I and II of rMPI, while Chapter 4 focuses on the third and
final version of rMPI. Sections 3.2, 3.3 highlight the two prototype versions. Version I and Version
II are discussed in some detail, and qualitatively analyzed at the ends of their respective sections.
Version III is discussed in much more detail in the next chapter, as it is the culmination of rMPI.
Version III is quantitatively analyzed in Chapter 5. Throughout this chapter, relevant details of the
MPI specification are discussed when appropriate throughout discussion of different aspects of the
design and implementation. Finally, the explanations of Versions I, II, III build on each other, and
are intended to be read sequentially.
3.1 rMPI System Overview
rMPI is a runtime system that allows programmers to write parallel programs for the Raw architecture
using the MPI API [13]. It abstracts away the potentially complicated mechanics of a process send-
ing data to one or more other processes using the high-level interface defined by the MPI standard
specification. To use rMPI, programmers simply use ld to link in the rMPI library into C programs
which gives them access to the MPI routines. In fact, most off-the-shelf MPI programs can be run
on Raw using rMPP.
The system architecture can be seen in Figure 3-1. At the top-most layer exists the user program
level, where the programmer's MPI program runs. This level contains a C program, which contains
calls to the MPI system (and potentially other libraries, of course). The MPI layer contains the imple-
mentation of the high-level MPI API. Such API functionality falls into a number of different classes,
'Save for some caveats and limitations of rMPI relative to the full MPI standard. These limitations are described in
Section 4.5-
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I Hardware (Raw)
Figure 3-1: rMPI System Architecture
which are briefly described and exemplified below. Note that [13] contains the full definitions of
these functions, which are left out here for clarity.
Point-to-Point Communication
These functions deal with the basic mechanism of MPI, the transmittal of data between a pair of pro-
cesses, one side sending, the other receiving. Examples of point-to-point functions include MP ISend,
MP I_Recv, and MP IP robe.
User-Defined Datatypes and Packing
These functions deal with sending noncontiguous memory locations in a single communication ac-
tion by generalizing the predefined MPI datatypes into ones that can be defined by the user. Examples
of functions that deal with datatypes include MPIType-contiguous, MPIType-vector,
andMPIType-createhindexed.
Collective Communications
These functions deal with the MPI capabilities to communicate between multiple processes simulta-
neously, including broadcasting, spreading, and collecting data. Examples of collective communica-
tion functions include MP IGathe r, MP IAlit oal1, and MP IReduce.
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Communicators
These functions deal with the MPI abstraction of communication domains, which allow one to subdi-
vide the processes into groups as well as protect against message collision in different libraries. Exam-
ples of functions dealing the the management of communicators include MP I_G r oupint e r s e ct i on,
MP I_Comm create, and MP _Comm split.
The MPI Layer interacts with the Auxiliary Routines Module, which, as shown in Figure 3-1, is
really more of a component of rMPI as opposed to a proper layer. The Auxiliary Routines Module
provides useful abstractions to the MPI Layer (and the Communication Layer, as will be explained
below) by implementing high-performance data structures such as hash tables, linked lists, queues,
and arrays; efficient math operations, such as prime number generation and primality testing; run-
time reporting, such as help messages that assist the end user in determining the source of run-time
errors by reporting call stacks and printing useful error messages.
The MPI Layer does not interact directly with the hardware to send and receive data over the
network. Rather, the Communication Layer is responsible for moving all data from one process to
another. Furthermore, the Communication Layer performs the arduous task of the bookkeeping and
data structure management, which is required to ensure messages are received in the proper order,
deadlock is prevented, and buffer space is managed robustly and efficiently. The Communication
Layer is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.3.
Finally, the Hardware Layer contains the actual hardware, including the Raw microprocessor and
its associated infrastructure (Raw motherboard, FPGAs, DRAM, host interface, etc.). Note that this
layer is sometimes simulated in software using btl, the Raw cycle-accurate simulator, but in most
cases the simulator yields the same results. More details about Raw can be found in the literature
[31, 30, 29]. rMPI uses the general dynamic network (GDN), described in Chapter 2, as messages in
MPI are inherently dynamic. Other interfaces, such as C-Flow, are available for programming Raw's
static network, but these interfaces must have communication patterns that are known at compile
time.
3.1.1 Nomenclature
Before delving into the details of the design and implementation of Versions I, II, and III, some ter-
minology must first be defined.
word A 32-bit value. This quantity is the unit of transmission on the GDN.
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sequence of words A juxtaposed sequence of 32-bit values.
packet A message sent on the GDN consisting of i to 31 words. Packets are guaranteed by the
network to be received in the order in which they were sent relative to a sender-receiver pair,
and to be received atomically (i.e., data from two packets destined for the same tile will not be
interleaved).
MPI message A collection of packets that make up a higher-level logical message. This term is used
generally when referring to an MPI message, which can be of arbitrary length. The underlying
assumption is that messages are broken into packets when they are greater than 31 words.
Sometime referred to simply as a "message."
packet header A collection of words prepended to packets used to label and identify them. Packet
headers contain information that allows receivers of packets to associate them with a larger
logical MPI message. Sometimes referred to simply as "header.'
payload The data portion of a packet.
process An abstract computing entity, often a processor and associated memory space. In rMPI, a
tile constitutes a process.
function prototypes MPI defines function prototype bindings for three languages: Fortran, C, and
C++. rMPI only implements bindings for the C language.
3.2 Version I
The primary goal of the first version of rMPI was to support what the MPI literature [25, 14] often
refers to as the "six function MPI". This minuscule subset of the MPI library is powerful enough to
allow the user to write many meaningful MPI programs. These six functions, with brief descriptions,
are as follows:
" MP I_In it Initializes the MPI execution environment; must be called before any other MPI
routine.
* MP I_F inal iz e Terminates MPI execution environment; cleans up all MPI state. Once this
routine is called, no MPI routine (including MP I_IN IT) may be called.
" MP I_Comm_s i z e Determines the size of the group associated with a communicator.
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" MP IComm _rank Determines the rank or id of the calling process in the given communica-
tor.
" MP I_Send Performs a basic blocking send.
" MP I_Re cv Performs a basic blocking receive.
Given the goal of implementing such a small subset of the API, Version I was developed from
scratch using C and assembly code (as opposed to attempting to port a complete MPI implementa-
tion).
3.2.1 Sending
As described in Section 2.1.2, messages with a length over 31 words must be broken into packets.
The potential for packet interleaving on the GDN necessitates the identification of each packet by
the receiver. In Version I there exist two packet types, the first packet packet type and the non-first
packet packet type. The first packet sent in any MPI message (sent using rMPI) contains afull MPI
header2 . Figure 3-2(a) shows the format of the first packet sent in any MPI message, including the full
MPI header (5 words) and the payload portion of the packet. The full MPI header contains all of the
information that the receiver needs in order to correctly identify and process the incoming message.
Note that the first packet can contain at most 26 payload words. Therefore, if the entire MPI message
contains N < 26 payload words, the first (and only) packet would contain 5 + N words total. The
full MPI header contains the following fields:
src The rank of the sending process.
tag The user-defined tag of the MPI message.
size The length of the entire message's payload, in words.
type The MPIDatatype
comm The communication context id 3.
If the message payload is greater than 26 words, the sending process sends additional packets
until the entire message has been transmitted. Because of the bookkeeping done by the receiver, it
2The packetization and packet header scheme described here refers to the specific implementation of rMPI. The MPI
standard itself does not specify such implementation details.3Version I only supports the MP ICOMMWORLD communication context.
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Figure 3-2: Packet formats in Version I implementation
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Figure 3-3: Example of a 70 word payload message (Version I implementation)
turns out that the sender only has to send a smaller header on later packets such that the receiver
can still appropriately associate them with the corresponding first packet of the same message. This
optimization saves processing time on the sender and receiver, and also reduces network congestion.
Such "non-first" packets have a so-called MPI mini-header, as seen in Figure 3-2(b). The fields in this
header, s r c and tag, have the same meaning as that in the full MPI header, and are purposely in
the same position as the full MPI header for reasons dealing with the receive protocol, described in
Section 3.2.2. Note that the last packet in any multi-packet MPI message can have N < 29 words in
its payload.
Thus, the sending algorithm is quite straightforward: the sending process progresses through the
data buffer to be sent, breaking it up into packets and inserting headers at the appropriate packet
boundaries. For example, a message of length 70 will be broken up into three packets, with payload
lengths of 26, 29, and lo words in each of the three packets, respectively. This example is illustrated
in Figure 3-3.
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3.2.2 Receiving
The sending algorithm and protocol established in Section 3.2.1 must be coupled with an appropri-
ate receiving algorithm, which is the topic of this section. Not surprisingly, it turns out the receiver's
job is far more complex than that of the sender. While the GDN guarantees that GDN messages (or
"packets" in the larger context of an MPI message) up to a length of 31 words will arrive at the receiver
in one contiguous chunk, it guarantees nothing about how packets from multiple senders are inter-
leaved amongst each other. Therefore, the receiving process must keep track of all partially received
and unexpected messages from all sending processes. Furthermore, the receiver must distinguish be-
tween messages of different tags from the same sender, and make sure that multiple messages from
a given sender with a given tag are buffered in first-in-first-out order. All of these factors contribute
to a fairly complex data structure on the receiver side where bookkeeping information and the in-
coming data itself is stored. A high-level diagram of this structure, called the Outstanding Messages
Structure (OMS), is seen in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Outstanding Messages Structure, which keeps track of incoming and completed messages
from all sources. The labels are consistent with those in the source code (Version I implementation).
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When a process makes a call to MP IRe cv, it specifies a number of parameters describing the
message it desires. The function prototype for MP I_Re cv is as follows:
int MPIRecv(void *buf, /* receivers message buffer *7
int count, /* number of elements to receive */
MPIDatatype datatype, /* datatype of elements */
int source, /* source process */
int tag, /* tag of desired message */
MPIComm comm, /* communication context */
MPIStatus *status) /* status report container */
Upon a call to this function, the receiving process attempts to receive data from the incoming
GDN network port. If there is no data available, the receiving process simply blocks until data arrives.
If and when data is available on the GDN input port, the receiving process reads everything it can
from the network. As it is reading, it expects the packets to be formatted according to the protocol
described above, with MPI headers prepended to the beginning of each message. The first packet
that arrives for a given MPI message contains a full MPI header, which contains all of the information
specified in the function prototype of MP I_Re cv. The receiver can use the information in this initial
packet to fully identify the message. However, the receiver first only reads the first and second words
of the incoming packet (s r c and t ag) and looks up in the OMS to determine if this packet is for a
new message or a packet that is part of a message that has already been partially received. In the first
case, the lookup into the OMS will return NULL. The receiver then knows the next three words are
part of the packet header, and not payload, and receives them.
Before discussing how the OMS is initialized, a brief overview of the OMS structure itself is nec-
essary. At the left of Figure 3-4, there exists an array named Out st andingMs gs that has the same
length as the number of processes participating in the MPI program (s i z e - 1). This structure
is dynamically initialized when MP I__In it is called. Furthermore, this structure is indexed by the
source of the sender of an incoming message (the s r c field of the header). The element of the array,
Out standingMsgs [ s rc ] , contains a pointer to a doubly-linked list, whose contents is a pointer
to a tag-nodet structure. A tag-nodet structure contains bookkeeping information for a
given message, including its tag and the number of words that must still be received until the mes-
sage is complete 4. Each t ag-node t also contains a pointer to a queue of pointers to pbuf_t
4There is an important, subtle reason why we need both a words-remaining field and a done field, which has to
do with receiving and copying the final packet of any MPI message.
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structures, the buffers where the actual message payload resides. As an optimization, instead of mak-
ing a call to ma 11o c each time a new message arrives, the receiver dynamically allocates a pool of
pbu ft buffers, and reuses the buffers over and over. This optimization, which is a common tech-
nique that computer scientists employ in performance-critical applications, significantly reduces the
number of system calls while the system is receiving data from the network (clearly a performance-
critical section of the system).
When the receiving process has successfully garnered the entire MPI header, it initializes the
OMS for that given source and tag. It then begins storing the incoming payload, one word at a time,
into one of the pbu f_ts associated with the message. While the receiver is reading payload data,
it keeps track of how many words it expects that packet to contain, and how many have already
been received, so it can tell when the entire packet has been completely received. At that point, the
receiver is ready to read the next packet from the network, and the entire process repeats. Note that if
the receiver reads the first two words of a new packet and notices that there is already an incomplete
message that has already been partially received from the same source and containing the same tag, it
knows that the third word that is read off the network is data payload, as any non-first packet contains
only a two-word MPI mini-header.
Upon a call to MP IRe cv, the receiver enters into the above procedure until the message that
it desires has been fully received. Of course, packets not meeting the parameters described by the
parameters passed to MP IRe cv could arrive, in which case the receiver simply places them in the
appropriate place in the OMS.
Finally, this design also supports the MPI wildcards, MP IANYSOURCE and MP IANYTAG,
which, as the names imply, allow the receiver to receive messages from any source or any tag (or both),
by specifying these values in the s r c and t ag fields of the call to MP IRe cv. This functionality was
achieved by incorporating special checks for these cases, and performing the appropriate lookups.
For example, if MP I_.ANY_TAG was specified for a particular source s r c, the OMS would be indexed
by s r c and, if one existed, the first message encountered would be taken. If no message was available,
the receiver would process the first message that arrived from the source s r c. If MP IANY_S OURCE
was specified for a specific tag, the receiver would linearly search the structure for a message from
any source with the specified tag. Lastly, if both wildcards are supplied to MP IRe cv, the OMS is
searched for any complete message. If no complete message exists, the receiver waits to accept the
first complete message that eventually becomes available.
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3.2.3 Analysis of Version I
Version I of rMPI overall successfully accomplished its goals of the six function MPI, outlined in Sec-
tion 3.2. While the implementations of these functions do not fully comply with the MPI Standard,
some fairly substantial MPI programs can still be run using Version I. However, further analysis
reveals some flaws in its design. First of all, it's clear from Figure 3-4 that lookups and insertions
into the OMS can be quite complex. The array index by the source of the incoming message into
the Out s t andingMsg s array is clearly 0(1), but the traversal of the linked list is 0(N), where
N is the number of outstanding messages from a given source. Furthermore, for each of the 0(N)
lookups that must occur, the t ag-n ode_t must be inspected to determine the message state. Thus,
if N is large, such as is the case when a given process sends hundreds of messages to one other pro-
cess that does not receive them in the same order that they were sent, both insertions and deletions
from the OMS can be quite expensive. On the other hand, if the user program is written such that
the receives are done in about the same order as the sends, and the sends and receives are, for the
most part, synchronized with one another, there should be few t ag-nodet objects at any given
time on the OMS, and therefore performance should not suffer much. Nonetheless, this structure is
0(N) in lookup speed.
A number of tests were run to verify correct operation. For instance, to ensure that packet in-
terleaving for messages with a wide range of sizes was properly managed, many-to-one and all-to-all
tests were run. Additionally, experiments to test wildcards, buffering for very large message sizes,
and other basic functionality tests all proved successful.
It turns out, however, that there is a much more serious problem with the Version I implementa-
tion: in some cases, it can deadlock. The deadlock case arises because of buffer space limitations in
the GDN network. Recall from Section 2.1.2 that at most 8 words can exist in the network between
two adjacent tiles. If two adjacent tiles are sending messages of length greater than 8 words to each
other, and they start sending their data at the same time, the situation shown in Figure 3-5 can arise.
Of course, there are various other cases that can fail. For instance, if the situation above arises
but the messages are much longer, even if the sends do not occur at the same time, the buffers can
become full before either tile starts receiving. This case also extends to non-adjacent tiles. The further
the tiles are apart, the more buffer space exists in the network. Clearly, for each of the (2) = 120 pairs
of tiles, there exists some maximum message length where this deadlock situation occurs. Because
of this buffer space limitation, various other deadlock situations can arise when more than one pair
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TILE 1 TILE 2
-- MPISend(to tile 2) -- MPLSend(to tile 1)
MPIRecv(from tile 2) MPIRecv(from tile 1)
+ indicates current point in code
Figure 3-5: Trivial deadlock situation that can occur in Version I due to limited buffer space in GDN.
Two adjacent tiles initiate an MP ISend to each other of messages more than 8 words at the same
exact time, and buffer space becomes full before they are able to complete their respective sends.
of tiles are sending and receiving messages. Luckily, the programmer can mitigate this problem by
enabling the GDN watchdog timer. The watchdog timer monitors deadlock situations on the GDN by
counting the number of consecutive cycles when no forward progress has been made. At some point a
specified maximum number of "dead cycles" is reached, and an interrupt fires and program execution
jumps to a handler which drains the GDN into the appropriate tile's local memory in order to allow
forward progress to occur. While this facility will allow the Version I implementation to run deadlock
free (assuming the user program is well-behaved), details regarding the watchdog timer show that it
significantly reduces performance because of the extra overhead. Ultimately, an MPI implementation
that was inherently deadlock free regardless of buffer space limitations in the architecture is desirable.
This goal is approached in the Version II and Version III implementations of rMPI.
Overall, it is apparent that Version I is not quite the robust and complete MPI implementation
that most MPI programmers would desire. Its internal data structures such as the OMS will most
likely perform adequately for many applications, but may not do well in others. Finally, in some
cases, this implementation can deadlock. These concerns lead to the design and implementation of
Version II, which is discussed in the sequel.
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3.3 Version II
While Version I met its original goals of implementing the six-function MPI library, it has a number
of drawbacks and limitations, as discussed above. Version II was redesigned from the ground up, and
sought to improve and expand upon Version I in the following ways:
Interrupt-driven design. Version Il's design is fundamentally different than Version I's, as Ver-
sion II's receives are completely interrupt-driven. This design removes the inherent deadlock poten-
tial exhibited in Version I, and, in many cases, allows for a higher performance design because the
interrupt handler mechanisms in Raw are relatively low overhead.
0(1) message lookups. Version II's Outstanding Message Structure (OMS) was re-designed to
enable significantly faster insertions, lookups, and removals, relative to Version I.
Optimizations and Improved Architecture. Version II adds some optimizations and a cleaner
architecture relative to Version I's implementation.
Extended functionality. Version II adds more functionality from the MPI specification.
While Version II was inspired from Version I, about 8o% of it is completely new. The following
sections briefly describe the main differences and improvements in Version II's design.
3.3.1 Sending
The packetization scheme for Version II is similar to that of Version I; there exist two packet types,
the first packet type and the non-first packet type. However, to support the additional functionality
and interrupt-driven design, additional fields were added to the header. As in Version I, the first
packet contains afull MPI header, which allow the receiver to fully identify a new incoming message.
Figure 3-6(a) shows the format of the first packet sent in any MPI message in Version Il's implemen-
tation. It contains 7 words of header and at most 24 words of payload. The full MPI header contains
the following fields:
pktLen The length of this GDN message, in words.
src The rank of the sending process.
tag The tag of the MPI message.
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Figure 3-6: Packet formats in Version II implementation
size The length of the entire message's payload, in words.
type The MPIDatatype
comm The communication context id 5.
msgType The type of message (e.g., point-to-point, broadcast, gather, etc.).
The five middle fields, src, t ag, si ze, type, and comm, all have the same meanings as those
in Version I. However, the first and last words in this header are new. The pkt Len field contains the
number of words in the current packet; this value is used by the interrupt handler on the receiver to
determine packet boundaries. This process is described more below. The msgType field contains
an enumerated type which describes the type of message the sender is sending. This field was added
to allow the receiver to differentiate between the numerous different classes of communication that
can occur between two processes, including normal point-to-point sends and receives between two
processes, and collective operations such as MP I_Gather and mP IBcast. For example, consider
the case when process i initiates an MP ISend to process 2, and also initiates an MP IBcast.
'Ihe receiver will internally initiate two receives, one to receive the message from the point-to-point
send, and one to receive the message from the broadcast, and must have some way of differentiating
between the two incoming messages. The msgType fields employed in Version II addresses this
need, and include support for point-to-point operations, broadcast, scatter, gather, and reduce.
5Version II only supports the MP ICOMMWORLD communication context.
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If the message payload is greater than 24 words, the sending process sends additional packets
until the entire message is transmitted. As in Version I, the headers on packets other than the first
don't have to contain a full MPI header; they need to contain just enough information for the re-
ceiver to appropriately associate them with the corresponding first packet of the same message, thus
minimizing the amount of overhead for sending a message. Ihe MPI mini-header can be seen in Fig-
ure 3-6(b). The fields in this header are pkt Len, s rc, and tag, all of which have the same meaning
and position as the fields in the first packet. As shown in the figure, non-first packets can have up to
28 words in their payload.
The sending algorithm for Version II is essentially the same as that for Version I, where the send-
ing process progresses through the data buffer to be sent, breaking it up into packets and inserting
headers at the appropriate packet boundaries. The receiving algorithm used in Version II, however,
is quite different, and is described next.
3.3.2 Receiving
As in Version I, the sending algorithm and protocol established above must be coupled with an ap-
propriate receiving algorithm. Version II's receiving algorithms and data structures are similar in
spirit to Version I's, but contain a few key differences. First, and probably most fundamentally dif-
ferent from Version I, is that data is received via the GDNAVAIL interrupt, which fires when data
arrives on the receiver's GDN input port. When GDNAVAIL fires, control flow jumps to an inter-
rupt handler which drains the GDN completely, processing packets as they arrive. In fact, all of the
message management functionality that was in the MP IRe cv code in Version I was moved into
the interrupt handler in Version II. The interrupt handler is somewhat complex due to the fact that
packets from different messages can interleave, and also because individual packets may be received
over the course of many calls to the interrupt handler. The packet interleaving issue was solved in
Version I by labeling each packet (the first of a message or otherwise) with a small header; this design
decision was preserved for Version II. However, the issue of individual packets being received over
multiple invocations of the interrupt handler presented another challenge.
To illustrate the issue of individual packets being interleaved and being received over multiple
calls to the interrupt handler, consider Figure 3-7. This figure shows two messages, labeled msgi
and msg2, destined for Tile 2. In this example, assume that each message contains one packet, and
therefore each contains a full MPI header. The partitions show how the packets are received by Tile
2. First, the initial chunk of 6 words of msgi arrives, the interrupt fires, and all 6 words are read from
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Figure 3-7: Two messages being received by Tile 2 over the course of three separate interrupt handler
invocations. The first chunk that arrives contains 6 words, and is fully part of msgi. The second
chunk contains 14 words, lo of which belong to msgi, and 4 of which to msg2. Finally, the third
chunk contains 7 words, all belonging to msg2.
the GDN. Upon reading the appropriate status register and determining that no more data words are
available on the GDN input port, the interrupt handler then returns. At some later time, the second
chunk of data arrives on the GDN input of Tile 2, and the GDNAVAIL interrupt handler fires. This
next chunk contains 14 words, but only the first io are from msgi, while the last 4 are from msg2.
The interrupt handler uses the pktLen field of the header of each packet, which it originally read
when the first chunk containing the header arrived, to appropriately differentiate between msgi and
msg2. When msgi has been received in full, the interrupt handler temporarily stops receiving data
and places msgi into the Outstanding Message Structure (the organization of the OMS is described
below). The handler then returns to receiving data from the network. After the first four words of
msg2 are received, the handler notices that there are no more data available, and returns. Finally, the
GDNAVAIL interrupt fires for the third time, and the remainder of msg2 is read and stored in the
OMS.
Recall that the OMS keeps track of messages that are unexpected, incomplete, and those that
are complete but not yet explicitly requested by the receiver process. Version II re-implements the
OMS in an attempt to achieve greater performance and a more straightforward architecture. To
achieve constant time insertions, lookups, and deletions, a decision was made to employ a hash table
in Version Il's design. The keys in the OMS hash table consists of the source and tag of the message,
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Figure 3-8: Version II Outstanding Message Structure hash table key and value definition
as seen in Figure 3-8(a). In an attempt to minimize conflicts, the hashing algorithm used in the
Java 1.4 [2o] hash table implementation was augmented and used for the OMS hash function. The
change from the normal hash function is the section where the source field of the key is shifted left
and ORed with the tag field of the key, allowing both the source and tag to be incorporated. This
function was chosen because it is collision free and computationally inexpensive. Figure 3-9 shows
the implementation of this function.
The values in the OMS hash table are pointers to message objects, which are depicted in Figure 3-
8(b). Message objects contain all information that exists in the full MPI header. They additionally
contain the following fields: pointers to the head and tail of a linked list of packet objects (the location
where data is stored); the number of words received so far; and a flag that specifies if the message
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unsigned int hash(struct hashtable *h, key *k)
{
unsigned int i = (k->src << 21) 1 (k->tag);
i += ~(i << 9);
i ^= ((i >> 14) I (i << 18));
i += (i << 4);
i ^= ((i >> 10) I (i << 22));
return i;
}
Figure 3-9: Hash function used in Version II Outstanding Message Structure (OMS). Algorithm
derived from Java 1.4 hash table implementation.
has been entirely received thus far. The linked list of packets is similar to the structure employed
in Version I, as it uses a pool of reusable buffers (pbuf-ts) to minimize memory allocation and
deallocation overhead.
When a new packet arrives in its entirety, the interrupt handler makes a lookup in the OMS to
see if this packet is the start of a new message, or the continuation of a message that has already been
partially received. The receiver determines that a new packet is part of an already-initialized message
if the following conditions hold true:
. The source and tag from the new packet must match the source and tag of a message in the hash
table. This is determined simply by looking up a message in the hash table with the incoming
source and tag to determine if a message object already exists with those same fields.
. The message type field of the message returned from the OMS must match the message type
field of the packet. This will differentiate between, say, a broadcast from tile i to many other
tiles, with a tag of 42, and a point-to-point send from tile i to the receiving tile, with a tag of
42. These situations must be identified, necessitating the msgType field.
* The done field of the message returned from the OMS must be FALSE. If this field is TRUE, the
incoming packet is a packet for a new message with the exact same source, tag, and potentially
message type fields as the one that matched from the OMS lookup.
If any of these conditions does not hold true, the just-arrived packet is the start of a new message.
This scheme relies on the fact that the network guarantees that messages that are sent will arrive in
complete form at the receiver, no portion of which will be duplicated.
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Using this logic, there is no need for a flag in the header that specifies if the packet is the start of a
new message, or the continuation of an uncompleted one. Thus, if the fourth word of a packet, when
interpreted as an integer, contains the value 184, either there are 184 words in the message (in the
first packet case), or the first payload word contains the value 184 (in the non-first packet case). The
interpretation is entirely dependent upon context. This certainly complicates the design somewhat,
but has the advantage of keeping the number of header words to a minimum.
If the above conditions hold, and a just-arrived packet is determined to be a part of an uncom-
pleted message, the new packet is appended to the packet list for the associated message. On the
other hand, if any of the above conditions fail, the packet is the start of a new message. When the first
packet of a new message fully arrives, the receiver creates and initializes a new message object. The
initial values for the source, tag, total words, datatype, communication context id, and message type
fields are simply copied directly from the message header to the corresponding fields of the message
object. Furthermore, the received words field is initialized to the number of words received in the
first packet (as that many words have just been received), the packet list pointers are initialized to
point to the first packet (the place at which the data from the first packet was just placed), and the
done field is initialized to FALSE. Finally, the initialized message is inserted into the OMS with a new
key object, created with the source and tag of the new message.
It should be clarified that when a new packet arrives, a new pbuf _t packet buffer is allocated,
and data is read directly into it. The sorting of this packet into the appropriate location in the OMS
is done after the entire packet arrives. As the data is read directly into the packet buffer, there is no
need to copy the data; the packet is simply enqueued onto the packet list of the appropriate message
object.
In order for Version II to support wildcards, some additional data structures were added. The
reason for this is clear: the OMS's hash table is indexed by a specific source and tag, but wildcards
are, by definition, a non-specific source and/or tag. The generic hash table implementation that was
used for the OMS has no way of extracting an arbitrary value given a source wildcard, tag wildcard, or
both source and tag wildcards. Thus, the OMS was extended from one hash table to three hash tables:
the "canonical" hash table, accessed when given a fully-specified source and tag; the "source wildcard"
hash table, accessed when given a source wildcard and a fully-specified tag; the "tag wildcard" hash
table, accessed when given a fully-specified source and a wildcard tag. The wildcard hash tables are
only keyed upon the fully-specified value; the source wildcard hash table is keyed upon the given
tag, and the tag wildcard hash table is keyed upon the given source. Upon receiving the start of a
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message, all three hash tables are initialized to point to the new message, using appropriate keys. The
following example will help to clarify how the three hash tables are initialized. Given a new message
with a source of 7 and a tag of 314, the canonical hash table would get a pointer to the new message
keyed on a (7, 314) object, the source wildcard hash table would get the same pointer keyed the tag
value of 314, and the tag wildcard hash table would get the same pointer keyed the source value of 7.
This process is depicted in Figure 3-10.
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canonical hash table
source wildcard hash ta
I aone i
tag wildcard hash table
Figure 3-10: Outstanding Message Structure for Version II, showing the canonical hash table, source
wildcard hash table, and tag wildcard hash table. All three hash tables point have exactly one entry,
which all points to the same message. In this example, the message has a source of 7 and a tag of 314.
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Since the hash tables contain pointers to message objects, and not the objects themselves, only
the underlying message object must be modified as needed upon packet insertion - the hash tables
do not have to be updated at all. However, when a message is consumed by the receiver, the message
object pointer is removed from all three hash tables.
The three-hash-table implementation handles the no-wildcard or one-wildcard case, but does
not handle the case in which both a source and tag wildcard are specified. To handle this case, the
canonical hash table was extended to allow for removing any complete message. The lookup function
simply traverses the list of messages until it finds one that has been completely received. Of course,
when a value is removed from the canonical hash table, it must also be removed from the source
wildcard and tag wildcard hash tables.
As Version II relies solely on the interrupt handler to receive data, the actions the receiver per-
forms upon a call to MP IRe cv are quite different than those in Version I. When the receiver makes
the MP IRecv call, it looks in the OMS to see if the desired message has already arrived. If both the
source and tag were specified, it looks in the canonical hash table; if the source was wildcarded and
the tag was specified, it looks in the source wildcard hash table, and in the tag wildcard hash table if
a tag wildcard was specified. If a matching message is returned from the lookup, the receiver checks
the done field of the message object. If the done field is TRUE, the payload data is copied sequen-
tially from the packet buffers into the user's buffer, the message is removed from all three hash tables
and destroyed, and the packet buffers are reallocated to the buffer pool. If the done field is FALSE,
or the message lookup returns NULL, the receiver simply spins in a loop, continuously checking to
see if the desired conditions become satisfied. Of course, assuming a well-written user program, at
some point the desired message will arrive, the interrupt will fire, the data will be read into the ap-
propriate message object, the done field will be written as TRUE, the interrupt handler will return,
and the desired conditions will become true. The receiver will then copy the payload and remove the
message from the OMS, as described above. Thus, it is clear that in Version II, the complexity of the
receiving process is in the interrupt handler, and the MP IRe cv simply copies and cleans up when
the message has already arrived.
For reasons that will become clear in Section 3.3.3, Version II's receive implementation actu-
ally consists of two steps. The top-level MP IRe cv wrapper function verifies that arguments are
appropriate and performs other tasks that are specific to the MP IRecv function. The lower-level
_Recv function interacts with the OMS and handles all data transportation. In fact, _Recv was
implemented in such a way as to be a general interface for receiving messages, no matter if they were
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Figure 3-11: The hierarchy of various functions that receive data. High-level functions in the MPI
layer parse and error-check arguments, and the _Re cv function, part of the point-to-point commu-
nication layer, processes individual point-to-point communications, including all of the data struc-
ture management and data transportation.
initiated by a normal MP IRe cv, or a collective communication function such as MP I_Gat her.
The architecture of this design can be seen in Figure 3-11, which can be generalized to an MPI layer
and a point-to-point communication layer. This generalization is important when this design is used
to implement collective communication functions, which are discussed in the following section.
3.3.3 Extended functionality
In addition to basic blocking sends and receives, Version II supports some collective communica-
tions. In particular, it supports the following operations: MP I_Bc a st; MP IGathe r; MP IS cat t e r;
MP I_Re du ce. In this Section, the design and implementation of each of these functions is briefly
discussed. Note that the term rank refers to the numerical id of a process within the context of a
communicator, and the term root refers to the "master" of a collective communication action (the
role of the master depends on which collective communication action is being performed).
Broadcast
int MPIBcast (void *buffer,
int count,
MPIDatatype datatype,
int root,
/* starting address of buffer */
/* number of entries in buffer */
/* data type of buffer */
/* rank of broadcast root */
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(b) MPIGather and MPI_Scatter
Figure 3-12: Collective move functions illustratred for a group of six processes. In each case, each
row of boxes represents data locations in one process. Thus, in the broadcast, initially just the first
process contains the item A., but after the broadcast all processes contain it. Figure adaptedfrom
[13].
MPIComm comm) /* communicator */
MP IBcast broadcasts a message from the process with the rank root to all processes of the
group specified by c omm, itself included. Upon return, the contents of r oot's communication buffer
has been copied to all processes. 'Ihis operation is depicted in Figure 3-12(a). In Version II's imple-
mentation, the root process simply loops through a N - 1 send operations with a message type of
bc as t, while the receiving processes invoke a receive operation with a message type of bca s t.
Gather
int MPIGather
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Figure 3-13: The root process gathers ioo ints from each process in the group. Figure adaptedfrom
[13].
(void *sendbuf,
int sendcnt,
MPIDatatype sendtype,
void *recvbuf,
int recvcount,
MPIDatatype recvtype,
int root,
MPIComm comm)
/ *
/*
/*
/*
starting address of send buffer */
number of elements in send buffer */
data type of send buffer elements */
address of receive buffer */
number of elements for any single receive */
data type of recv buffer elements */
rank of receiving process */
communicator */
When MP I_Gather is invoked, each process in the group specified by comm (root process
included) send the contents of its send buffer to the root process. The root process receives and as-
sembles the messages in such a way that the resulting message received is the concatenation, in rank
order, of the incoming messages. The receive buffer is ignored for all non-root processes. This opera-
tion is depicted in Figure 3-12(b). In Version II's implementation, the non-root processes simply send
their message to the root, specifying a message type of gat her. The root process loops through the
N -1 non-root processes, concatenating them together into effectively one long message. Figure 3-13
shows an example of a root process gathering loo ints from each process in the group.
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Scatter
int MPIGather
(void *sendbuf,
int sendcnt,
MPIDatatype sendtype,
void *recvbuf,
int recvcount,
MPIDatatype recvtype,
int root,
MPIComm comm)
/ *
/*
7*
starting address of send buffer */
number of elements sent to each process */
data type of send buffer elements */
address of receive buffer */
number of elements in receive buffer */
data type of recv buffer elements *7
rank of sending process */
communicator */
MPIScatter is the inverse operation of MPIGather. The result of this operation is as if
the root executed N send operations, sending a i/N portion of the send buffer to each of the different
non-root processes, with the ith segment going to the ith process in the group. Each process receives
the message that was sent into their recvbuf. This operation is depicted in Figure 3-12(b). In
Version II's implementation, the root process sends messages segment-by-segment to each of the
processes in the group with a message type of scatter. The non-root processes enact a receive
with a message type of scatter. Figure 3-14 shows an example of a root process scattering loo
ints to each process in the group.
Reduce
int MPIReduce (
void *sendbuf,
void *recvbuf,
int count,
MPIDatatype datatype,
MPIOp op,
int root,
MPIComm comm
/ *
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
address of send buffer */
address of receive buffer */
number of elements in send buffer */
data type of elements of send buffer */
reduce operation */
rank of root process */
communicator */
MP IReduce performs a global reduction operation using a function such as sum, max, logical
AND, etc. across all members of a group. More specifically, it combines the elements provided in the
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all processes
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at root
sendbuf
Figure 3-14: The root process scatters loo ints to each process in the group. Figure adaptedfrom
[13].
input buffer of each process in the group, using the operation op, and returns the combined value in
the output buffer of the process with rank root. Figure 3-15 depicts this operation.
Version II implements the reduction operation efficiently, using a binary tree reduction approach,
as opposed to the straightforward linear approach. Figure 3-16 contrasts the two approaches, show-
ing 8 processes performing a sum reduction operation. In most cases, the binary approach is superior
to the linear approach because it parallelizes computation and also decreases the message congestion
at the root node. In the linear approach, seen in Figure 3-16(a), the sum is computed after 7 messages
are sent to the root, where all computation is performed. Contrastingly, in the binary approach, seen
in Figure 3-16(b), the sum operation is performed in log 8 = 3 stages, spread out over numerous
processes. Finally, at time 3, the root receives the final message and does one final addition. Again,
as the computation is spread out over multiple processing elements, the binary approach achieves
higher performance in most cases, relative to the linear approach.
Version II supports the following reduction operations: max; min; sum; product; logical AND;
binary AND; logical OR; binary OR; binary XOR. The MPI Standard defines a larger set of predefined
operations, and also allows users to create their own custom reduction operations, but Version II does
not support functions other than those just listed.
inn
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Figure 3-15: Reduce function illustrated for a group of three processes. Each row of boxes represents
data items in one process. Thus, initially each process has three items; after the reduce the root process
has three sums. Figure adaptedfrom [131.
3.3.4 Analysis of Version II
Version II provided a significantly improved rMPI implementation relative to Version I. Overall,
it met the design goals outlined in the beginning of this section. Firstly, the interrupt-driven design
proved to be a prudent way to architect the system, allowing for a robust design that is immune to the
deadlock situation described in Section 3.2.3, and overall made for a cleaner design. The completely
overhauled Outstanding Message Structure transformed message insertions, lookups, and removals
from linear to constant time. Furthermore, this new design proved to be cleaner and more extensible.
For instance, this extensibility allowed easy additions of new features such as the msgType field,
which in turn allowed higher level MPI functions, such as MP I_Bc a st.
To verify correct operation, a number of tests were run. These tests included all of those from
Version I, as well as new tests that stressed the system's new features, especially the new higher level
functions and tests that made Version I deadlock. All of the tests proved successful.
It is clear that Version II's design and implementation was a significant improvement over that of
Version I. However, relative to a full MPI implementation, Version II still only implements a small
subset of the MPI standard. During the implementation of Version II, it became clear that the archi-
tecture of rMPI was very similar to the architecture of full MPI implementations. Implementations
such as MPICH [33] and the LAM/MPI [1o, 28] were referenced while the higher-level functions
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(a) Linear Reduction (Process 3 shown as root for clarity)
process -
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(b) Binary Reduction (Process 7 shown as root)
Figure 3-16: This figure compares linear and binary reduction algorithms. Solid arrows represent
data being sent by means of a message, while a dashed arrow represents progress in the computation,
but no data is sent since it is already local to that process. In the linear case, the sum is computed
after 7 messages are sent to the root, where all computation is performed serially. Contrastingly, in
the binary approach, the sum operation is performed in log 8 = 3 stages, spread out over numerous
processes. Finally, at time 3, the root receives the final message and does one final addition. As the
computation is spread out over multiple processing elements, when the computation is expensive the
binary approach usually achieves higher performance relative to the linear approach.
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of Version II were implemented. These full implementations certainly provided helpful guidance, as
well as confirmation that the architecture of Version II was well-designed, as it turned out to mimic
the full implementations in some key ways. For instance, the receive hierarchy, as shown in Figure 3-
11, was very similar to that of both the MPICH and LAM/MPI architecture. Version II was intended
to be the final production implementation of rMPI, with enhancements and additional functionality
added incrementally as needed. However, in light of the similarities in architecture to MPICH and
LAM/MPI, and given the small subset of MPI that Version II provided, it became apparent that it
made sense to build yet another version of rMPI that leveraged already-existing implementations
more fully. Version III, the third incarnation of rMPI, strives toward this goal, and is discussed next,
in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
PRODUCTION SYSTEM
This chapter builds on what was learned from the prototype systems discussed in Chapter 3, and
describes the third and final implementation of rMPI. When compared to the first two versions, the
third and ultimate version of rMPI is superior in many ways. Largely the result of lessons learned both
from Version I and Version II, as well as from a complete high-performance MPI implementation,
Version III is, by far, the best performing and most complete MPI implementation of the three. As
mentioned in Section 3.3.4, Version II's design was solid in many ways, and even mimicked that
of complete production-quality MPI implementations. As development on Version II continued,
it became clear that the decision to continue to add new functionality incrementally was somewhat
inefficient, as much of the implementation of the new functionality was derived from already-existing
MPI implementations. Thus, the decision was made to integrate Version II with a high-quality open
source MPI implementation, the result of which became known as Version III.
In reality, Version III was almost essentially all new code; it did not truly utilize the contents of
Version II directly. However, the high-level architecture, especially the notions of interrupt-driven
design and the outstanding message structure, were definitely integrated into the new design. Thus,
Version III was an all-new implementation, but was certainly related to Version II (and Version I) in
spirit. Ultimately, Version III strove to implement a large subset of the MPI standard to allow users
to run any MPI program they desire. Furthermore, it strove to be efficient, robust, and extensible. As
is described in this section, Version III respectably achieved these goals.
As was mentioned above, Version II's design was similar to MPICH and LAM/MPI, especially in
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the way that receives were separated into multiple abstract levels, as depicted in Figure 3-11. Thus,
the goal became to conflate Version II with a production-quality MPI implementation. The first step
toward reaching this goal was to decide which MPI implementation was best suited for the task.
Multiple implementations were examined, but it quickly became clear that either MPICH [33], or
LAM/MPI [10, 28] were most likely to meet the requirements outlined at the start of this chapter
because their designs are somewhat reminiscent of Version II, and, perhaps more importantly, their
implementations are high performance and complete.
MPICH, one of the most popular MPI implementations, is intended to be a portable MPI im-
plementation whose development began at the same time as the MPI definition process itself in the
early 199os. MPICH's goal is to give users a free, high-performance MPI implementation that is us-
able on a variety of platforms in order to support the adoption of the MPI Standard. It also strives
to aid vendors and researchers in creating their own implementations that are customized and opti-
mized for their platforms. To achieve these goals of portability and performance, MPICH relies on
a central mechanism called the abstract device interface (ADI). The ADI is a set of function defini-
tions (usually either C functions or macro definitions) in terms of which the user-callable standard
MPI functions may be expressed. The ADI is in charge of packetizing messages and assembling ap-
propriate headers, matching posted receives with incoming messages, managing multiple buffering
policies, and handling heterogeneous communications [33]. While this abstraction could, in theory,
have lent itself well to melding with Version II, a closer look at the underlying ADI proved to be quite
cumbersome and inefficient. Thus, MPICH was bypassed in search of something better.
LAM/MPI is another production quality MPI implementation, which is generally known to be
one of quite high-quality in the supercomputing community. LAM/MPI is an open-source imple-
mentation, including all of the MPI- 1.2 and much of the MPI-2 standards, and is intended for pro-
duction as well as research use. Like MPICH, LAM/MPI is also intended to perform well on a variety
of platforms, from small off-the-shelf single CPU clusters to large SMP machines with high speed
networks, and designed in such a way as to be extensible to such a variety of platforms. LAM/MPI's
software architecture is structured according to the so-called LAM System Services Interface (SSI),
a two-tiered modular framework for collections of system interfaces. The overall intent for SSI is to
allow a modular "plug-n-play" approach to the system services that LAM and MPI must use [17].
Such an architecture facilitates development of modules that allow LAM/MPI to run on many par-
allel computer systems. Upon close inspection of the SSI and other components of the LAM/MPI
architecture, through both its documentation and source code, it became clear that it was the most
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appropriate choice of full MPI implementations to use to assist in building Version III. This section
describes how portions of LAM/MPI were incorporated to achieve the resulting Version III imple-
mentation of rMPI.
Due to reasons stemming from Raw's virtually non-existent operating system, LAM/MPI was
used in a somewhat untraditional way. In order to understand the changes that needed to be made to
LAM, and how it was integrated, it must first be thoroughly understood in its native form. Section 4.1
expounds the LAM/MPI architecture.
4.1 LAM/MPI
LAM, or Local Area Multicomputer, is an open source implementation of the Message Passing Inter-
face developed and maintained at Indiana University. LAM/MPI includes a full implementation of
the MPI-1 standard and much of the MPI-2 standard, consisting of over 150 directories and nearly
1,400 files of source code. Because of its large and complex nature, extending or even understand-
ing the LAM implementation is typically quite challenging. To this end, LAM developers created a
lightweight component architecture that is specifically designed for high-performance message pass-
ing and makes it possible to write and maintain small, independent component modules that inte-
grate into the LAM framework. LAM is generally intended to run on systems with operating systems,
such as a cluster of workstations running Linux.
As shown in Figure 4-1, LAM/MPI has two primary components, the LAM runtime environ-
ment (RTE) and the MPI communications layer, which both interact with the operating system. The
following sections discuss these layers in detail.
4.1.1 LAM Layer
The LAM layer presides over the LAM RTE, and allows other layers to interact with the RTE through
C API functions. The RTE contains user-level daemons that are used for interprocess communica-
tion, process control, remote file access, and I/O forwarding. The RTE is an integral part of the LAM
system, and often acts as the liaison between the MPI layer and the operating system through the use
of user-level daemons. The RTE's daemons must be running before a user starts an MPI program
[28].
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User's MPI Application
Operating System
Hardware
Figure 4-1: LAM/MPI's high-level architecture. The layers include the user's MPI application, the
MPI Layer, the LAM layer, and the underlying operating system.
4.2 MPI Communications Layer
The MPI layer implements the actual MPI functionality, from the user-visible MPI API, down to the
low-level routines that actually move data and manage internal data structures. This layer is actually
sub-divided into multiple components and layers, as seen in Figure 4-2. The upper layer constitutes
the standardized MPI API function calls and associated bookkeeping logic, and acts as the interface
to the lower-level components. The lower layer contains a number of different interchangeable com-
ponents that implement various lower-level routines, including the point-to-point communication
components, the collective communication components, the checkpoint/restart components, and
the boot components.
4.2.1 MPI Point-to-Point Communication Components
The Request Progression Interface (RPI) provides the point-to-point communication routines that
the upper layer's MPI routines use to actually move messages from one process to another. Compo-
nents that plug into this interface accept MPI messages from the MPI layer and push them down to
the destination MPI process in the case of a send. Likewise, in the case of a receive, such components
also accept messages from peer MPI processes and forward them up to the MPI layer in response
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Figure 4-2: The MPI Communications Layer of LAM/MPI. 'Ihe high-level MPI layer implements
the MPI API's public interfaces, which are implemented with back-end components, including the
point-to-point components, the collective communication components, and the checkpoint/restart
components.
to a matching receive request. The MPI layer is oblivious to how messages propagate from process
Pi to process Pj; the abstraction barrier between the MPI layer and the RPI hides these details. The
MPI layer is only aware of the current state of its requests for sends and receives (created, started,
completed). Thus, the RPI module has complete freedom in its implementation, and can choose to
transport messages from source to destination in any means it deems appropriate, most likely con-
centrating on robustness and high-performance for a given platform. The MPI layer handles higher
level operations such as buffer packing/unpacking and message data conversion, while the RPI is in
charge of initializing data transport connections between processes, transporting messages across the
connections, message synchronization, cleanup, and maintenance of proper state [26, 27].
Different RPI implementations can be interchanged depending on how data is to be transported.
LAM ships with a number of different already-implemented RPIs, including those that support data
migration via shared memory, TCP, InfiniBand [2], and Myrinet [5]. The variety of platforms for
which new RPIs can be written is quite expansive, as the RPI API was written generally enough to
support future computer systems. Version III employs a new RPI developed specifically for the Raw
General Dynamic Network. The design and implementation of the Raw GDN RPI is discussed below.
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4.2.2 MPI Collective Communication Components
The MPI Collective Communication Components provide implementations for the MPI collective
algorithms that perform operations such as broadcasting, spreading, collecting, and reducing. 'These
components are typically implemented out of underlying point-to-point functions for message pass-
ing, but can be written using a variety of algorithms. For instance, one collective communication
component may implement MP IBc a st as a f o r loop of MP I_S ends, while another may use a
binary tree distribution algorithm. Similarly, the algorithm that is employed may be dependent on
the number of processes that are involved in the communication. For instance, Figure 3-16 shows two
different strategies for reduction, linear and binary tree. A well-constructed collective communica-
tion component which takes the underlying platform and communication technology and topology
into account, may choose, say, the linear algorithm for N - 4 processes, and the binary tree algo-
rithm for N > 4 processes. In general, the LAM designers made the component interface sufficiently
generic to allow this component's design to be customized for a particular platform. rMPI Version III
used a modified version of the lam_ba s i c collective communication module, which is included in
the LAM/MPI distribution. Its implementation is outlined below.
4.2.3 Checkpoint/Restart Components
LAM/MPI supports checkpointing and restarting through the Checkpoint/Restart component. The
primary abstract actions that are supported by this module are checkpoint, continue, and restart.
This component requires that all MPI SSI modules, including the RPI, support the ability to check-
point and restart themselves [24, 28]. The current implementation of rMPI Version III does not
support checkpointing, as the Raw GDN RPI does not support it.
4.2.4 Boot Components
The boot components are used to start and expand the LAM RTE. They are generally used for such ac-
tions as identifying remote hosts, starting processes on remote nodes, and bootstraping newly started
processes by sending them initialization protocol information. As the LAM RTE was removed in
rMPI Version III, no boot components exist in Version III.
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4.3 Version III Architecture
In light of the above overview of LAM/MPI, the design and implementation of Version III is now
presented. The end goal of the Version III implementation of rMPI was to leverage as much of the
LAM/MPI infrastructure as possible to build a robust MPI implementation for the Raw architec-
ture. As discussed earlier, LAM/MPI's architecture relies on the existence of an operating system
that supports concurrent processes and interprocess communication to support its integral runtime
environment. In addition to implementing Raw-specific components, such as the RPI, which deals
with the point-to-point message transportation processes, since Raw lacks operating system support,
much of the non-component core LAM implementation had to be modified. Figure 4-3 shows both
the canonical LAM/MPI architecture, and the resulting rMPI Version III architecture. While LAM
typically requires many processing threads to run, the Version III implementation could only support
one thread. Therefore, much of the functionality that the LAM RTE system provided was removed
in Version III, and some of it was injected into the single thread. For instance, the following LAM
RTE facilities were removed when transitioning to a single-threaded system:
" Boot components
. Tracing functionality
* Checkpointing/restarting functionality
. kernel messages
The details of the individual components of Version III are discussed next.
4-3.1 High-Level MPI Communications Layer
As mentioned above, the MPI Communications Layer implements the actual MPI functionality, from
the user-visible MPI API, down to the low-level routines that actually implement and manage internal
data structures. The high-level MPI communications layer refers to the components that implement
the actual user-visible MPI API, such as the top-level call to MP ISend or MP IComms i z e. In
Version III, most of the high-level MPI layer consists of over 250 source code files directly adapted
from the LAM/MPI source tree. In most cases, these contain wrapper functions that accept MPI API
calls from the user-level MPI program, check arguments for conformance to the Standard, handle
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Figure 4-3: Comparison of LAM/MPI Architecture to rMPI Version III Architecture. Both architec-
tures have the user's MPI application as the top-level and the hardware platform as the bottom-most
level. Version III removes the LAM Layer/LAM RTE and does not rely on any operating system sup-
port. For clarity, the three main components of Version III are shown; they are the high-level MPI
layer, the collective communications layer, and the point-to-point layer.
errors appropriately if necessary, process trivial cases, and finally call the next-lower-level routine
that actually implements, potentially, the movement of data.
To illustrate the high-level MPI communications layer, consider an example. Figure 4-4 shows the
almost true-to-life' source code taken from the Version III implementation. The initial two calls to
lam_in it e r rm and lam_set func-m (lines 6-7) are part of the LAM/MPI updown interface,
used for runtime debugging. The updown interface keeps track of the current call stack, and returns
detailed error reports upon a runtime error. Next, on lines 9-12, conditions for the tag parameter
are checked, and an error is returned if appropriate. Next, some trivial send cases are checked. If the
specified destination process is MP IANYSOURCE, an MPI constant that is only appropriate when
receiving, an error is thrown. Next, on lines 20-2 1, if the destination is MP I_P ROCNULL, another
MPI constant specifying, as the name implies, a NULL process handle, MP I_Send simply returns
successfully, having sent nothing. Next, the function checks to see if the RPI, the underlying point-
to-point module, contains a "fastsend" implementation (a concept that is discussed below), which the
Raw GDN RPI does have. Another trivial error check is performed on line 25; if the communication
context is MP ICOMMNULL, an error is returned. Finally, on line 30, the underlying RPI fastsend
function is called. This function is implemented in the RPI, and handles all of the details of sending
the message. Note that the parameters that were passed to MP I_S end are simply forwarded onto the
'The actual MP ISend code is broken down into two files; for clarity, the two files were coalesced into one.
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int MPISend(void *buf, int count, MPIDatatype dtype,
int dest, int tag, MPI-Comm comm)
{
int err;
lam-initerr-mO;
lam-setfunc-m(BLKMPISEND);
if (tag < 0 11 tag > lam-mpi-max-tag)
return(lamerr-comm(comm, MPIERRTAG, EINVAL, 10
"out of range"));
}
/*
* Handle the trivial cases.
*/
if (dest == MPIANYSOURCE)
return(lammkerr(MPI_ERRRANK, EINVAL));
if (dest == MPILPROCNULL) 20
return(MPISUCCESS);
if (RPIHASFASTSEND(comm, dest) && reqtype == LAM-RQISEND &&
lamrrq-nactv == 0) {
if (comm == MPICOMMNULL)
return(lammkerr(MPIERRCOMM, EINVAL));
errno = 0;
err = RPIFASTSEND(buf, count, dtype, dest, tag, comm); 30
if (err == MPISUCCESS II
(err != MPISUCCESS && errno != EBUSY)) {
return(err);
if (err MPI-SUCCESS) return(lamrerrfunc(comm, BLKMPISEND, err));
40
lam-resetfunc-m(BLKMPISEND);
return(MPI-SUCCESS);
Figure 4-4: Top-level MP ISend code. Performs error checking, handles trivial cases if applicable,
and calls lower-level point-to-point send routine.
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RP IFASTSEND function, the details of which are discussed below. Finally, after returning from
RP I_FASTSEND, MP ISend checks the returned error code, removes the MP I_Send function
from the updown interface (as it is about to leave this function), and returns. The returned error
code complies with that specified in the MPI Standard.
While the above example detailed MP IS end, most of the functions in the high-level MPI layer
have this form. This layered design allows underlying RPIs and collective operations components to
be interchanged without rewriting the common higher layer. While, as mentioned above, a large por-
tion of this layer was retained from the LAM/MPI implementation, sections of the implementation
were removed or modified. For instance, all interactions with the LAM RTE, including those dealing
with checkpointing and tracing, were removed for the Version III implementation.
User-Defined Datatypes and Packing
In addition to allowing the user to send and receive a sequence of elements that are contiguous in
memory, the MPI communication mechanisms support sending of non-homogeneous data, or that
which is not contiguous in memory. Users can define derived datatypes, and use them in place of the
predefined datatypes. The high-level MPI layer implements functions dealing with creation and use
of derived datatypes. These functions include, but are not limited to, the following:
* Datatype accessors (e.g., MPI_Type-getextent)
. Datatype constructors (e.g., MP I-Type-cont iguous)
* Vector datatype constructors (e.g., MP I_Typevector)
" Indexed datatype constructors (e.g., MP IType-indexed)
* Block indexed datatype constructors (e.g., MP IType-createindexedblock)
. Structure datatype constructors (e.g., MPITypecreate_struct)
* Datatype management (e.g., MPI_Type_commit)
. Datatype resizing (e.g., MP IType create_resi zed)
. Datatype packing and unpacking (e.g., MP I_Pack, MP I_Unpack)
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MP IAll-gather MP IAll-gatherv MPIAll reduce
MPIAlltoall MPIAlltoallv MPIAlltoallw
MPIBarrier MPIBcast MPIGather
MPIGatherv MPI Reduce MPI Reduce scatter
MPI Scan MPIScatter MPIScatterv
Table 4.1: MPI Collective Operations, all implemented in Version III.
Version III implements the user-defined datatypes and packing functions, ported directly from
the LAM/MPI implementation. See [13] for more information on user-defined datatypes and pack-
ing.
Communicators
Communication domains, or communicators, are an important MPI abstraction that allow one to
subdivide the processes into groups, each of which can perform independent work. The collective
operations are defined for communicators, so one could call MP ICOMMBCAST on a communica-
tor c that is a subset of MP ICOMMWORLD, and the broadcast would occur only to members of the
communicator c. The high-level MPI layer implements functions dealing with the management of
communicators, which include, but are not limited to, the following:
* Communicator accessors (e.g., MP I_Comm _s i ze, MPI_Commrank)
* Communicator constructors (e.g., MP IComm-spl it)
* Communicator destructors (e.g., MP ICommfree)
Version III implements the communicator management functions, ported from the LAM/MPI
implementation. See [13] for more information on user-defined datatypes and packing.
4-3-2 MPI Collective Communications Components
As described above, the MPI Collective Communications Components are interchangeable mod-
ules that provide implementations for the MPI collective algorithms that provide operations such as
broadcasting, scattering, gathering, and reducing. As mentioned above, these components can be op-
timized for a particular platform or network topology to take certain system-specific characteristics
into account.
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Figure 4-5: Function control flow upon call from user's MPI application to MPI_Bcast.
MP I_Bca st checks for argument errors and handles trivial cases, and then calls a small function
which determines which function in the collective communications module to call depending on the
size of the caller's communicator. The actual broadcast implementations execute either a linear or log-
arithmic broadcast, using regular MP I_Sends and MP IRe cvs to send individual point-to-point
messages.
Version III used a modified version of the l amba s i c module, which is included in the LAM/MPI
distribution. The lam_bas ic module is a full implementation of the MPI collective functions (see
Table 4.1 for a list of the MPI collective functions), built out of the underlying point-to-point com-
munications layer. As with the high-level MPI communications layer, the checkpointing and tracking
functions were removed from the implementation on account of the lack of LAM RTE.
To illustrate how the lam_bas ic module works, consider the example of broadcasting. Fig-
ure 4-5 shows the control flow upon a user's call to MP I_Bc a s t. MP I__Bc a s t, shown in Figure 4-6,
is implemented in the high-level MPI communications layer, and looks quite similar to MP ISend,
seen in Figure 4-4. MP I_Bca st performs error checking on arguments, handles trivial cases, and
then calls the broadcast function of the collective communications module. The broadcast function
pointer is extracted from the collective communications module on line 12, f unc = comm->c_-
s s i_co11 . 1s c a_bc a s t, and is later invoked in line 55. fun c analyzes the number of processes
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in the calling communicator command calls one of two broadcast functions, 1am-ssicoil_lam_basic bcast_1
the linear broadcast algorithm, or lam-ssi_coll-lambasicbcast_log, the logarithmic
broadcast algorithm. As seen in Figure 4-5, lam_ssi_coll_lam basic_bcast_lin is called
when N ; 4 processes are in comm, and lam_s s i_coil_lam_bas ic_bcast-1og is called
when N > 4 processes are in comm. The linear and logarithmic implementations of the two broad-
cast algorithms can be seen in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8, respectively. Note how both implemen-
tations are built out of MP ISend and MP IRe cv primitives; this is typically the case with most
of the collective communications algorithms. In fact, sometimes they are built out of each other:
MP I_Allreduce is simplyanMP IReduce followedbyanMP I-Reduce. Overall, the lambasic
module allowed straightforward integration of the MPI collective algorithms through a design that
mimicked that of Version II's collective algorithms.
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int MPILBcast(void *buff, int count, MPIDatatype datatype, int root, MPIComm comm)
int size, err;
struct 
_gps *p;
lam-ssi-coll-bcast-fn-t func;
lam-initerro; lam-setfunc(BLKMPIBCAST);
if (comm == MPICOMM-NULL) {
return(lam-errfunc(comm, BLKMPIBCAST,
lam-mkerr(MPI-ERR-COMM, EINVAL))); 10
func = comm->c-ssi-coll.lsca-bcast;
if (datatype == MPIDATATYPE-NULL) {
return(lam-errfunc(comm, BLKMPIBCAST,
lam..mkerr(MPIERRTYPE, EINVAL)));
if (count < 0) {
return(lam-errfunc(comm, BLKMPIBCAST,
lam-mkerr(MPIERR-COUNT, EINVAL)));
} 20
if (LAM-IS-INTRA(comm)) {
MPILComm-size(comm, &size);
if ((root >= size) I (root < 0))
return(lam-errfunc(comin, BLKMPIBCAST,
lam-mkerr(MPI-ERRROOT, EINVAL)));
p = &(comm->c-group->g-procs[root]->p.gps);
lam-setparam(BLKMPIBCAST,
root I (p->gps-grank << 16),
(p->gps-node << 16) 1 p->gps-idx); 30
if (count == 0 && comm->c-ssi-coll.sca-bcast-optimization) {
lam-resetfunc(BLKMPIBCAST);
return(MPISUCCESS);
/* If there's only one node, we're done */
else if (size <= 1) {
lam-resetfunc(BLKMPIBCAST);
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return(MPISUCCESS);
40
else
MPI-Comm-remotesize(comm, &size);
if (!(((root < size) && (root >= 0))
j (root == MPIROOT) 11 (root == MPIPROC-NULL))) {
return(lamerrfunc(comm, BLKMPIBCAST,
lammkerr(MPIERRROOT, EINVAL)));
if (func == NULL)
return(lam-errfunc(comm, BLKMPIBCAST, 50
lammkerr(MPI_ERROTHER, ENOTIMPLEMENTED)));
/* Call the coll SSI to actually perform the broadcast */
if ((err = func(buff, count, datatype, root, comm)) != MPISUCCESS)
return(lam-errfunc(comm, BLKMPIBCAST,
lammkerr(MPI_ERRCOMM, err)));
lam-resetfunc(BLKMPIBCAST);
return MPI-SUCCESS; 60
Figure 4-6: High-level MPI Layer MP I_Bc a St code. Performs error checking, handles trivial cases
if applicable, and calls lower-level routine implemented in the lam_ba s i c module.
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4.3.3 Point-to-Point Communication Layer
As mentioned above, the Request Progression Interface (RPI) provides the point-to-point commu-
nication routines that the upper layer MPI routines use to actually move messages from one process
to another. Figure 4-4 showed how MP I_Send called down to RP IFASTSEND, which is imple-
mented in the point-to-point communication layer. This section describes the Raw GDN RPI, the
module that implements all of the low-level details that are required for sending and receiving mes-
sages on the Raw general dynamic network.
Sending
Version III's sending protocol is quite similar to that of Versions I and II. If they are long, messages are
broken up into packets and sent out on the GDN with appropriate header information. Once again,
there exist two packet types in Version III, thefirstpacket type and the non-firstpacket type. Figure 4-
9(a) shows the format of the first packet sent in any MPI message in Version III's implementation. It
contains a header, or envelope, consisting of 4 words, as described here:
grank The global rank of the sending process.
size The size of the entire MPI message, in bytes.
tag The tag of the MPI message.
cid The communication domain identifier, specifying the context in which the rank specified by
the receiving process should be interpreted.
The only fields that need any clarification beyond what was mentioned in the Version I and Ver-
sion II design overviews above are the gr ank and c id field. The gr ank field is simply the global
rank, or the rank within MP I_COMMWORLD. The c i d is an integer identifying the communication
domain in which rank should be interpreted by the receiving process. Among other things, a com-
municator serves to define a set of processes that can be contacted, and processes can belong to one
or many communicators (by default, all processes belong to the MP ICOMMWORLD communica-
tor). For instance, process Pi may invoke a send to a process with rank 5 in communication context
MP ICOMM WORLD (which, in Version III's implementation, has a c i d of o) or to a process with a
rank of 1 in communication context 1, perhaps created from a call to MP ICommnspl it. In some
situations, these two sends may go to the same physical process, but will be treated as two distinct
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/*
* bcast-lin
* Function: - broadcast using O(N) algorithm
* Accepts: - same arguments as MPIBcast(
* Returns: - MPLSUCCESS or error code
*/
int lamssi-coll lambasic-bcastlin(void *buff, int count, MPIDatatype datatype, int root, MPLComm comm)
{
int i; 10
int size;
int rank;
int err;
MPLIComm-size(comm, &size);
MPLComm-rank(comm, &rank);
lanm kcoll(comm);
/* Non-root receive the data. */
20
if (rank != root) {
err = MPLRecv(buff, count, datatype, root,
BLKMPIBCAST, comm, MPILSTATUSIGNORE);
lammkpt(comm);
if (err != MPILSUCCESS)
return err;
return MPLSUCCESS;
30
/* Root sends data to all others. */
for (i = 0, preq = reqs; i < size; ++i)
if (i == rank)
continue;
err = MPLSend(buff, count, datatype, i, BLKMPIBCAST,
comm);
if (err != MPJLSUCCESS) {
lammkpt(comm);
return err; 40
}
}
/* All done */
return (MPLSUCCESS);
}
Figure 4-7: Linear implementation of the collective communications component MP I__Bc as t im-
plementation from the 1 am_ba s i c module.
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/*
* bcast.log
* Function: - broadcast using O(log(N)) algorithm
* Accepts: - same arguments as MPIBcast(
* Returns: - MPLSUCCESS or error code
*/
int lam-ssi-coll-lam-basic-bcast-log(void *buff, int count, MPLDatatype datatype, int root, MPLComm comm)
{
int i, size, rank, vrank, peer, dim, hibit, mask, err, nreqs; 10
MPIComm-rank(comm, &rank);
MPLComm-size(comm, &size);
lam-mkcoll(comm);
vrank = (rank + size - root) % size;
dim = comm->c-cube-dim;
hibit = lam-hibit(vrank, dim);
-- dim;
/* Receive data from parent in the tree. V 20
if (vrank > 0) {
peer = ((vrank & ~(1 << hibit)) + root) % size;
err = MPI-Recv(buff, count, datatype, peer,
BLKMPIBCAST, comm, MPLSTATUS-IGNORE);
if (err != MPILSUCCESS) {
lam-mkpt(comm);
return err;
}
30
/* Send data to the children. */
preq = reqs;
nreqs = 0;
for (i = hibit + 1, mask = 1 << i; i <= dim; ++i, mask <<= 1) {
peer = vrank I mask;
if (peer < size) {
peer = (peer + root) % size;
++nreqs;
err = MPLSend(buff, count, datatype, peer, BLKMPIBCAST,
comm, preq++); 40
if (err != MPISUCCESS) {
lam-mkpt(comm);
return err;
/* All done */
lam.mkpt(comm);
return (MPLSUCCESS); 50
Figure 4-8: Logarithmic implementation of the collective communications component MP I_Bcast
implementation from the l am_ba s i c module.
8o
payload 
<27 words
(a) First packet
payload 30 words
(b) Non-first packet
Figure 4-9: Packet formats in Version III implementation.
version first packet header (payload) non-first packet header (pay-
length load) length
Version I 5 (26) 2 (29)
Version II 7 (24) 3 (28)
Version III 4 (27) 1 (30)
Table 4.2: Header (payload) lengths for first and non-first packets for Version I, II, and III. Version
III has the least amount of header-overhead for both first and non-first packets.
sends that are matched only by receives specifying the same communication contexts with which the
messages were sent.
As can be seen in Figure 4-9(a), as many as 27 payload words can be sent in the first packet.
If the MPI message is longer than 27 words, the sending process sends additional packets until the
entire message has been sent. Figure 4-9(b) shows the format for non-first packets, which contains
a one word header specifying the rank of the sending process. The receiving protocol is such that
this one word is enough to associate an incoming non-first packet with an already partially received
message. As seen in the figure, a non-first packet can have as many as 30 words of payload. In order
to minimize extraneous network traffic, attempts were made to minimize the length of the packet
headers. Compared to Version I and Version II, Version III performs better on this front for both
first and non-first packets (see Table 4.2 for a summary of header and payload lengths).
Sending to oneself While the general sending algorithm approximates that of Version II quite
closely, special provisions had to be made in order to support the MPI-Standard-defined notion of
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sending to oneself. In other words, the MPI Standard allows one process to issue an MP I_Send
to itself, and receive that message using a typical MP IRecv. To optimize this case, during a send,
the sending process checks if the receiver has the same rank and comm as itself. If this is the case,
the sender circumvents the process of placing the message on the network and places the message
directly into its own Outstanding Messages Structure (described below). Thus, when the matching
MP I_Re cv is called, the receiver (which is actually the same process that sent the message) finds the
message immediately.
Receiving
Version III's receiving design and implementation constitutes the most complex part of Version III's
entire design. Like Version II, Version III's receive design is driven by the GDNAVAIL interrupt;
data is only received by the receiving tile when data enters the incoming GDN port for a tile. When
the interrupt fires, control flow is transferred to the interrupt handler, which reads as many words
as it can from the GDN and places those words in local memory. Similarly to Version II, packets
are sorted as they arrive, and individual packets can be received over the course of more than one
interrupt handler invocation (as illustrated above in Figure 3-7).
There are a couple of distinct components that work together in an asynchronous fashion to en-
able any receive action. One component is the interrupt handler that manages the receiving and
sorting of incoming packets; this is the most complex part of the receive design, and, as such, will
garner the most attention. The other primary receive component is the top-level call that extracts a
matching message from the temporary place where the interrupt handler has placed it (in the case
when the message has already arrived), or patiently waits until the message does arrive in full. It
is, perhaps, already clear that there are some important timing considerations regarding the relative
ordering of when a call to MP IRe cv2 is invoked, and when the message actually arrives. Further-
more, there are cases where, say, only part of the message arrives. For instance, consider the case
when, say, only the first two of seven packets arrive, then the call to MP IRe cv occurs, and then the
remaining five of seven packets arrive. All of these cases must be handled appropriately to produce a
working receive design. Table 4.3 defines the three basic timing cases into which all receives fall.
2 Other receiving calls may be invoked of course, but in this section MP I_Re cv will be used as the canonical example.
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User's MPI Application
MPIRecv
RPLFASTRECV
RPI_FASTRECVLOW
turn off interrupts
matching msg
in UMS?
Case 2
mag
complete?
yes no
Case 1 Case 3
initialize PRE
handle truncation turn on interrupts turn on interrupts
copy msg into user's buffer
msg Q o msg no
remove msg from UMS complete? complete?
yes yes
turn off interrupts turn off interrupts
handle truncation
set MPLStatus object
unpack data if necessary
F turn on interrupts
Figure 4-10: Function control flow upon call from user's MPI application to MP IRe cv. MP I_Re cv
checks for argument errors and handles trivial cases, and then calls down to RP I_F AS TRECV, which
is implemented in the point-to-point layer. RP IFASTRECV does further error checking on argu-
ments, allocates a temporary buffer if the incoming datatype is not a packed buffer, and then calls
RP IFAS TRE CVLOW. RP IFAS TRE CV_LOW checks to see if there is a matching message in the
UMS. If not, the PRE (Posted Receive Entry, described below) is initialized, and then it waits until the
message has entirely arrived and handles truncation if necessary. If there is a matching message in
the UMS (Unexpected Message Structure, described below), but it has not been completely received,
it waits until the message has entirely arrived. Once the message has entirely arrived, it then handles
truncation, copies the message into the user's buffer, removes the message object from the UMS. Fi-
nally, in all cases, the MP I__S t atus object is set and the message is unpacked if necessary. Note: this
flowchart shows nothing regarding the interrupt handler or dealings with the network.
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Case 1 The message is entirely received into a temporary buffer by the interrupt handler
before the user code calls MP I-Re cv.
Case 2 None of the message has been received at the point at which the user code calls
MPIRecv.
Case 3 Part, but not all, of the message is received by the interrupt handler before the user
code calls MP IRecv.
Table 4.3: Case definitions for relative timings between when the message arrives to a process and
when the receiving process actually enacts an MP I_Re cv call.
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Figure 4-10 is a flowchart of the top-level MP IRe cv, starting at the user's MPI application. The
actions and tests performed in this figure are completely outside the scope of the interrupt handler.
Thus, this figure does not depict any incoming data being read off the network (the interrupt han-
dler, which does read all of the data from the network, is described below). MP IRe cv is similar
in function to MP I_Send, shown in Figure 4-4; it checks for argument errors and handles trivial
cases, and then calls down to RP IFASTRECV, which is implemented in the point-to-point layer.
RP I_FAS TRE CV does further error checking on arguments, allocates a temporary buffer if the in-
coming datatype is not a packed buffer, and then calls RP IFASTRECVLOW.
RP IFASTRECVLOW and the interrupt handler, draingdn, are the two functions that deal
at the lowest level of incoming message management. They both interact with global data structures,
and ultimately manage the process of moving data from the network into a user's buffer. As men-
tioned above, drain-gdn, the interrupt handler, is in charge of reading incoming data from the
GDN and sorting and assembling packets into messages. The design and implementation of the in-
terrupt handler will be described below. On the other hand, RP IFASTRECV_LOW is invoked from
RP I_FASTRECV, processes calls from MP IRe cv, and is in charge of moving data from global data
structures into the user's specified buffer and maintaining correct state in the global data structures.
The two primary global data structures with which RP I_FASTRECVLOW and drain-gdn
interact are the Unexpected Message Structure (UMS) and the Posted Receive Entry (PRE). The UMS
is a hash table in which unexpected messages, either partially received or fully received, reside. In
other words, when Case i arises, and a message arrives before the user calls MP IRe cv, the message
is placed into the UMS. T1he UMS is a robust hash table implementation, keyed upon the message
envelope (i.e., the full header from the first packet in a message, seen in Figure 4-9(a)). The UMS
hash table stores message ums_me s s age objects as values; the ums-me s s age object has the fields
shown in Table 4.4.
The cm-msg-status field specifies the status of the message; it can be inactive, active, but
not yet completely received, or active and fully received. Messages are inserted into the UMS im-
mediately after the entire message envelope from the first packet has been completely received. In
other words, ums-me s sage objects in the UMS can be either partially received or completely re-
ceived, and can only exist in the UMS with cm-msg-status fields of STATUSACTIVEDONE
or STATUSACTIVENOTDONE.
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field name data type description
cmenv struct lam ssi rpi-envl envelope describing this message
cm bu f data32 *cm buf message payload
cmdontdelete int specifies whether or not we can
delete this message from the cbuf
structure
cmmsg-status int STATUSINACTIVE, STA-
TUSACTIVENOTDONE,
STATUS ACTIVEDONE
Table 4.4: ums_me s s age data structure, used as the value in the UMS.
Low-level receive function: RPIFASTRECVLOW Turning attention back to Figure 4-10, it
can be seen that RP IFASTRECVLOW first checks to see if the desired message matches one in
the UMS. If so, it checks the cmmsg-status to see if the entire message has been received or
not. If there is a matching message in the UMS, but it has not been completely received (i.e., STA-
TUSACTIVENOT_DONE), it is Case 3. In this case, interrupts are turned on and the receiver
loops, waiting for the message to become complete. At some point, new data will arrive and the
GDNAVAIL interrupt will fire. The interrupt handler will read in the new data and organize it
appropriately. Assuming the user implemented a well-formed MPI application, after one or more
interrupt handler invocations, the loop condition in RP I_FASTRECV_LOW will eventually become
true. Interrupts will then be turned back on in case new data arrives. At this point, the message is
complete, so the situation is the same as Case 1. The completed message is first checked for trunca-
tion. The MPI Standard specifies that a truncation error has occurred if the user specifies a message
length to receive that is shorter than the message that was sent from the sending process. In this
case, the MP IERRTRUNCATE is returned. Otherwise, data is copied from the ums_me s s age
structure's temporary buffer into the user's buffer. The message is then removed from the UMS, the
MP I_St atus object is populated appropriately, and data is unpacked if necessary.
The UMS is the data structure into which messages that arrive "unexpectedly" are placed before
the user code has requested them. Thus, the UMS handles Cases 1 and 3. On the other hand, the
UMS is not used in Case 2, when the receiver posts a request for a particular message before it actually
arrives. While this case could be treated somewhat like Case 3, where the receiver just waits until the
message has completely arrived, Case 2 presents the opportunity to incorporate a nice optimization.
In Case i and 3, the unexpected message must be buffered in temporary storage, requiring memory
allocations, copying, and deallocations. On the other hand, when the user posts a receive before the
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name data type description
env struct lam-ssi-rpi-env copy of desired message envelope
bu f void * pointer to user's target buffer, up-
dated upon copy
num_bytes_ in_sentmsg int number of bytes in message actu-
ally sent
msg-status int STATUSINACTIVE, STA-
TUSACTIVENOT DONE,
STATUSACTIVEDONE
Table 4.5: Posted Received Entry (PRE) Fields
message arrives, the target buffer in which the user desires the message to eventually reside is known,
removing the requirement for temporary buffer storage. Thus, in Case 2, the UMS is not used; Case
2 employs the Posted Receive Entry.
The Posted Receive Entry (PRE) is the other global data structure with which both the interrupt
handler and RP IFASTRECVLOW interact. The PRE provides a way for RP I_FASTRECVLOW to
post a "message" to the interrupt handler, telling it to place a message matching certain characteristics
directly into a specified buffer, and not employ the UMS. The PRE can contain at most one entry, as
all receives are blocking. Its design can be seen in Table 4.5.
Focusing attention back on Figure 4-10, it can be seen that once RP IFASTRECVLOW deter-
mines that the desired message has no match in the UMS, the PRE is initialized with the appropriate
target buffer address and envelope. Then, interrupts are turned on and the receiving process just
waits until the msg-status field of the PRE becomes true. At some point, the new data will ar-
rive and the GDNAVAIL interrupt will fire. The interrupt handler will read in the new data and
organize it appropriately. After one or more interrupt handler invocations, the loop condition in
RP IFASTRECVLOW will eventually become true, as the message described by the PRE will be
fully received. Interrupts will then be turned back on in case new data arrives. At this point, the mes-
sage data has already been placed in the user's target buffer by the interrupt handler, so no copying
must take place. RP I_FASTRECVLOW then handles any truncation errors that may have occurred,
sets the MP ISt at u s object appropriately, unpacks data if necessary, and returns.
Interrupt handler: drainugdn As mentioned above, the interrupt handler, drain_gdn, acts as
the supplier of messages to RP IFASTRECVLOW. drain-gdn populates and maintains proper
state in both the UMS and the PRE while it collects incoming data from the GDN input port. As in
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Unexpected Message
Structure
Posted Receive Entry Outstanding Receive
Info Array
Figure 4-11: The data structures used in performing point-to-point receives. RP IFAS TRECV_LOW
has access to the UMS (Unexpected Message Structure) and the PRE (Posted Receive Entry), while the
interrupt handler, drain-gdn, has access to the UMS and PRE, as well as the ORIA (Outstanding
Receive Info Array).
Version II, the interrupt handler sorts packets into their respective message by reading their headers,
and keeping track of packet and message boundaries. Figure 4-11 depicts the main data structures in
the overall point-to-point receive design, and how RPI_FASTRECVLOW and draingdn inter-
act with them. RP I_FASTRECVLOW interacts with the UMS, the PRE, and the ums_messages
that reside in the UMS. draingdn interacts with all of these, as well as the Outstanding Receive
Info Array (ORIA). The ORIA is an array of Outstanding Receive Info (ORI) structures, which gen-
erally keeps track of bookkeeping information regarding initiated but incomplete receives. In other
words, from the time when a particular message starts arriving until the time when it has been com-
pletely received, an entry in the ORIA keeps track of important and necessary information that allow
the message to be correctly sorted and reassembled. The contents of a ORI can be seen in Table 4.6.
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name data type description
currbuf void * updated buffer pointer at which
to place data
envl struct lamssi rpi-env copy of associated message enve-
lope
msg-status int STATUSINACTIVE, STA-
TUSACTIVENOTDONE,
STATUSACTIVE_DONE
envwordsoutstanding int number of outstanding envelope
words
payloadwordsoutstanding int number of outstanding payload
words
already_matched int valid values: STA-
TUSMATCHED I STA-
TUSNOTMATCHED, de-
noting whether this table entry
has already been matched (and
therefore initialized) by some
incoming packet
PRQ_or cbuf status int * pointer to PRQ or cbuf status (de-
pending on whichever is actually
holding the data)
Table 4.6: Design of outstanding receive info data structure, which holds information regarding at
most one incoming message from a peer process.
The ORIA is indexed by the global rank of the incoming process, based on the understanding
that each process can only be sending one message at a time since all sends are blocking. Some fields
in an ORI, such as the envelope and number of payload and envelope words outstanding, are self-
contained in the ORI (i.e., they are not pointers). On the other hand, as seen in Figure4-11, pointer
entries in each ORI can point to either an entry in a umsjme s s age or to an entry in the PRE. For
instance, the curr_bu f field and the P RQ-or_cbufst atus field are pointers to the relevant
fields in a ums_mess age or the PRE, as the message could be either Case 1/3 or Case 2. Thus,
the ORI structures were designed to be sufficiently general to accommodate all incoming messages,
whether they were unexpected or not.
As shown in Figure 3-7, packets can be received over the course of multiple invocations of the
interrupt handler. To this end, a static variable named curr sender_rank was used to keep track
of the global rank of the currently incoming packet. This variable is first set to the global rank of the
first incoming packet of the program, and is updated upon the completion of a packet and the start
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name data type description
curr_sender_rank int retains the rank of the current sender. Its
value is -1 when there is no outstanding
receiver.
wordsrecvd int retains the total number words that have
been received thus far in the currently in-
coming packet.
Table 4.7: Static variables in the interrupt handler
of a new packet. Again, Figure 3-7 illustrates how such packet interleaving can occur.
Additionally, another static variable was needed to keep track of how many words have been
received thus far on the currently incoming packet. 'Ihis variable, named words_re cvd, is updated
after either a packet boundary has been reached, or when the interrupt handler has no more words
to receive (i.e., the GDN input queue is empty). wordsrecvd's most important function is to
assist in determining packet boundaries, and is used extensively throughout the interrupt handler's
implementation. The static variables used in the interrupt handler are summarized in Table 4.7.
Now that the data structures and important variables have been presented, attention is now
turned to the interrupt handler's control flow. Figure 4-12 shows the control flow of drain-gdn.
Upon each call to the function, execution begins at the START node. The first test checks if the last
time the handler was called it returned before the entire packet arrived. If this condition is false, as
it is in the beginning of the program, the hander receives one word from the GDN. Note that the
handler is guaranteed that there is at least one word available on the GDN input port, as it is only
called when incoming data is available. However, the check to ensure data is available on the network
exists because this node in the control flow can be reached in other ways.
The first word in any packet is the global rank of the sending process. This value is used to index
into the ORIA, which holds information regarding a potentially active outstanding message from the
sender. At the beginning of the program, the entry ORIA[grank] 3 is in the inactive state. Thus, the
check to see if the entry is active will return false. Thus, ORIA[grank] is initialized, and the handler
will attempt to read as many envelope words as it can. If, perhaps due to network congestion, the
envelope is not received completely, the ORIA[grank] entry is updated to reflect how many words of
the envelope have been received, curr_sender_rank is updated to be the just-received grank,
and the handler returns. On the other hand, if the entire envelope is received, the handler then
checks if there is already an entry in the ORIA that already matches, which is never true in the case
3The notation ORIA[grank] refers to the ORI object that exists in the ORIA associated with the global rank grank.
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Figure 4-12: dr ain_gdn's control flow graph.
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of a new message 4 . The "no" branch of the "Already matched in ORIA" node is taken. At this point,
the handler checks if the PRE contains a message request that matches the newly received envelope.
If so, the PRE is initialized and the new incoming data is read directly into the buffer specified by
the PRE (i.e., the user's target buffer). On the other hand, if there is no match in the PRE, a new
ums_me s s age is created and initialized. The new incoming data will be temporarily buffered in
this new umsmessage object. In both cases, ORIA[grank] is updated so that the currbuf
field and PRQorcbuf_status is set appropriately (pointing either to the ums_message or
the PRE, depending on the case).
Next, the message envelope size field is checked for the case of a zero-length message, a perfectly
valid notion according to the MPI Standard. If this is the case, wordsrecvd is reset to o, and
curr_sender_rank is reset to -1. Furthermore, ORIA[grank] is reset, and the status field pointer
is traversed and set to STATUSACTIVEDONE. Finally, the handler checks to see if more data has
arrived on the GDN input queue, thereby starting the entire process again.
If the message has a non-zero length, the handler attempts to receive as many words of payload as
it can, up to the length of the packet. If the packet was fully received in this attempt, words recvd
is reset to o and curr_sender_rank is reset to -1. If the receiving of this packet also constituted
the receiving of the entire message, ORIA[grank] is reset, the status in the ums_me s sage or PRE is
set to STATUSACTIVEDONE, and the GDN input queue is checked for more data, in which case
the entire receiving and sorting process recommences.
If, after receiving as many payload words as it can, the handler finds that it finished receiving a
packet but that packet did not constitute the last packet in the message, it updates ORIA[grank] and
checks to see if more data is available to be received, in which case the entire process begins again. If,
on the other hand, the hander is unable to receive an entire packet, perhaps due to congestion in the
network, wordsre cvd and ORIA[grank] are updated and the handler returns.
Finally, in the cases when the interrupt handler is called and it discovers that the last invocation
of the handler must have returned with an only partially received packet, it does its best to finish
receiving the packet this time. First, it checks in the ORIA[grank] to see if the envelope has been en-
tirely received. If so, it proceeds to check if the message has already been started or not, and proceeds
as shown in the figure. If the entire envelope has not yet been entirely received, it attempts to receive
the entire envelope, and proceed normally.
The interrupt handler design is quite complex due to the fact that packets can be interleaved,
4While this check may seem redundant in the figure, the code is optimized to avoid this case.
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received over multiple invocations of the interrupt handler, and because messages can either be un-
expected or requested. However, the data structures and clean interface and protocols aptly manage
this complexity, resulting in a robust and efficient design.
Special Compiler Directive In both "msg complete?" loops shown in Figure 4-10, special compiler
directives had to be added to make sure the compiler did not "optimize away" the load that read the
status flags. rMPI was compiled with the -03 flag, which optimized away the load, assuming there
was no way it could change. Of course, in this implementation, the interrupt handler can change the
value. The necessary code fix can be seen in Figure 4-13.
Message Matching Conditions In a number of cases above, the notion of incoming messages
"matching" a user's request arises. As message is considered "matching" if the context ids match,
the message sources match, and the message tags match. Additionally, the requesting envelope may
contain source and/or tag wildcards (i.e., MP IANYSOURCE and/or MP IANYTAG). The imple-
mentation of the envelope comparison function can be seen in Figure 4-14.
4.4 Implementation and Development
rMPI was developed both using the Raw infrastructure (e.g., simulator and associated tools) as well
as standard unix utilities on a Linux workstation. The sheer size of the library severely slowed the de-
velopment cycle using the Raw tools - compilation and simulation of a reasonable program typically
took tens of minutes. Because of this, the portions of library that are independent of Raw were devel-
oped using the comparatively fast unix tools. For instance, Raw-specific functions were temporarily
"stubbed out" to allow compilation with the standard gnu C compiler (gcc), and execution natively
on the x86 platform. Furthermore, other unix utilities such as valgrind [8] and gdb [1] were quite
helpful in isolating memory leaks and other difficult-to-find errors in this stubbed out version. As
discussed further in Chapter 5, this process was also used in testing the higher level functionality of
the library. Of course, much of the library relies on functionality only available on Raw, and therefore
had to be run on the Raw simulator or the Raw hardware. Overall, the hybrid development approach
sped up development time considerably.
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4.5 Limitations
While rMPI (Version III) supports a large portion of the MPI standard, it does not support some
key classes of functions. One of the most fundamental limitations of rMPI is that it does not support
non-blocking sends and receives (and higher-level calls that use the lower-level non-blocking send
and receive calls). The decision was made to not include non-blocking calls in rMPI largely because
of Raw's inherently single-threaded nature. Implementing non-blocking calls would not only be a
significant challenge, but would probably suffer a large enough performance loss that users would
most likely not benefit from the merits of the non-blocking primitives. Nevertheless, the implemen-
tation of a robust and high-performance non-blocking send and receive primitives is a potential area
of future work for rMPI.
rMPI also does not support sub-word datatypes, such as MP IBYTE. Thus, to send a single byte,
or an array of individual bytes (e.g., a string of characters), the rMPI user would have to pack the
data into a word-aligned array, and send that. Correspondingly, the receiver would have to do any
necessary unpacking, possibly by ignoring head-prepended or tail-postpended bytes.
Additionally, most of the MPI-2 standard is not supported in rMPI. For example, rMPI does not
support process creation and management (such would be quite difficult on Raw, a single-threaded
platform), one-sided communication, and I/O. These functions are better served directly by Raw's
infrastructure.
Finally, rMPI imposes some limitations on the point-to-point communication modes. The mode
allows the user to specify the semantics of a send operation, which effectively influences the un-
derlying data transfer protocol. The MPI standard defines four sending modes: standard, buffered,
synchronous, and ready. A standard mode send does not necessarily mean that a matching receive
has started, and no guarantee can be made on how much buffering is done by MPI. In buffered mode,
the user must explicitly provide buffer space, which can be used by MPI if buffering is necessary. In
synchronous mode, the sender and receiver use rendezvous semantics. Finally, in ready mode, the
sender asserts that the receiver has already posted a matching receive. This mode allows the un-
derlying transport protocol to take advantage of extra knowledge from the application, potentially
increasing efficiency and performance. rMPI effectively implements standard mode sends, and leaves
the remaining send modes as future work.
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prq-msg-status-addr = &(lam-ssi-rpi-raw-posted-recv-entry. msg-status);
/ force a load into flag every iteration. gcc was optimizing this away
_asm__ volatile(" 1w %0, 0 (%1) " : "=r" (flag) "r" (pre-msg-status-addr));
// spin loop until entire msg has been received.
while (flag != STATUSACTIVE-DONE)
{
__asm_ volatile(" 1w %0, 0 (%1) " : "=r" (flag) :"r" (pre-msg-status-addr));
continue;
}
Figure 4-13: Special compiler directive required to prevent compiler from optimizing repeated load
away. The value of this load can change because the interrupt handler changes it when the status of a
message in the UMS or the status of the PRE changes.
int envelope-compare(struct envl *pi, struct envl *p2)
{
if ((pi->ce-cid == p2->ce-cid) &&
((pi->ce-rank == p2->ce-rank) 11 (p2->ce.rank == MPIANY.SOURCE)) &&
((pl->ce-tag == p2->ce-tag) 1 (p2->ce-tag == MPIANYTAG)))
return(O);
return(1);
Figure 4-14: Envelope comparison function, which determines whether two envelopes can describe
the same message. Envelope p2 may contain wildcards, but envelope pi may not.
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Chapter 5
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
This chapter presents experimental results and analysis that show rMPI Version III provides a scal-
able, deadlock-free, and low-overhead MPI implementation for the Raw architecture. It discusses
various performance metrics on a variety of kernel benchmarks and applications.
Section 5.1 discusses the testing methodology used to verify the correctness and standards-compliance
of rMPI. After a description of the evaluation methodology and test-bed in Section 5.2, the exper-
imental results are presented. The results include evaluation of the overhead incurred by rMPI, a
number of standard MPI benchmark kernels for varying message sizes, and some MPI applications.
5.1 Testing and Validation
One of the goals of the rMPI testing effort was to ensure that rMPI upheld the interface and semantics
of the MPI standard. Given the vastness of the MPI standard, testing rMPI was a significant task. To
facilitate and expedite development and testing, rMPI was first implemented on a Linux workstation
by stubbing out Raw-specific calls. For instance, a read of the GDN was simply stubbed out as a func-
tion that returned an integer. In some cases, the returned value was from a pre-initialized array that
contained data mimicking real MPI packet data, complete with headers and payload. In other words,
using the names employed in Figure 4-3, the High-Level MPI Layer, Collective Communications
Layer, and parts of the Point-to-Point Layer were tested before the Raw processor was brought into
the picture. This enabled large portions of the code base to be tested using powerful Linux tools such
as Valgrind [8] and gdb [i] that are not available on Raw. Furthermore, the code-compile-run-debug
cycle on Linux is significantly faster than that on Raw, as the Raw compiler and simulator are quite
slow for such large programs compared to their Linux analogs. Finally, this software development
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method constrained the space of potential errors by removing all potentially unreliable hardware and
software mechanisms on Raw.
After rMPI was tested on Linux as much as possible, the development effort was moved to the
Raw platform. A test consisting of a simple send-receive pair, which contained a single one-word
message, was first developed, and low-level errors were removed until the test passed. The success
of this particular test, albeit trivial, ensured that many components of the system were functional,
and was therefore a significant milestone. The simple send-receive pair test was extended to longer
messages, and then to multiple senders and receivers. Further testing ensured that receive cases 1, 2,
and 3 (defined in Table 4.3) were all functional.
After a number of custom tests validated basic operation, the Intel MPI Benchmark (IMB) Suite
was employed to verify more sophisticated usage. The IMB is a well-known and highly-used test suite
that is reminiscent of the MPICH and IBM test suites. Its objectives1 are:
. Provide a concise set of benchmarks targeted at measuring the most important MPI functions,
. Set forth a precise benchmark methodology,
. Don't impose much of an interpretation on the measured results: report bare timings instead.
The included tests stressed the collective operations (e.g., MPIAllgather, MPIScatter,
etc.), datatype management, use of wildcards, communication context management, and so on. Over-
all, these tests stressed the system in such a way that a number of bugs were determined and subse-
quently fixed. Throughout development, rMPI was tested with regression tests, mostly consisting of
tests from the IMB suite.
Tests were run on both the Raw simulator and hardware, both of which had their pros and cons
as a testing platform. The simulator enabled careful debugging, network visualization, and, proba-
bly most importantly, deterministic timing. On the other hand, the hardware enabled significantly
faster processing speeds, but allowed timing inconsistencies. Since the size of executables required
to run rMPI programs is so large (due to the large size of the library itself), running programs on
the hardware also required the use of the software instruction caching system. The software instruc-
tion caching system, which is quite complex, contained a small number of errors dealing with the
GDN_AVA I L interrupt that had to be fixed before rMPI could be run on the hardware. On the other
hand, software instruction caching was not necessary when running on btl, as the simulator allowed
'Objectives extracted from the IMB README file.
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the size of the instruction cache to be changed. Overall, a combination of both the hardware and the
software platforms was used to thoroughly test rMPI.
5.2 Experimental Methodology
'Ihis section describes the infrastructure and framework used to evaluate various aspects rMPI. While
rMPI was tested and verified on both the hardware and the software simulator, the results presented
in this section were collected from evaluations that were run on the simulator. The simulator was
chosen as an evaluation platform because it allowed the memory system to be modified such that its
performance did not dominate the overall performance of the benchmarks being run. Many MPI
programs have an extremely large data footprint, with message sizes ranging from a few words up to
many megabytes. In order to evaluate the characteristics of rMPI, and not Raw's memory system, the
size of the data cache was set to iMB. Given the large size of the library itself, rMPI requires software
instruction caching in order for the object file to fit in memory. In order to focus the evaluation on
rMPI and not the software instruction caching system, the instruction cache size was also increased to
25 6KB, allowing both the rMPI library and the user program to fit into the on-chip instruction cache.
These values were upheld for all of the simulations, including the serial versions of the benchmarks.
To access how well rMPI met its goals, three classes of benchmarks were run. First, an overhead
evaluation was performed relative to the native GDN for varying sizes of messages. Next, a number
of kernel benchmarks were run to assess the scaling properties of various kernel operations that are
often used in large MPI applications. Finally, a number of real applications were run to determine
the speedup that was achieved with increasing parallelism.
In all of the tests, the caches were "warmed up" by running some appropriate subset of the test
before timing was started. This turned out to be quite necessary, as experimentation showed that cold
cache misses account for many cycles near the start of each program.
In evaluations that varied the number of participating tiles, a new communication context was
constructed using MP ICommsp l it with the desired number of tiles. Given the nature of MP I_Comm_spl it,
tests with N tiles used tile numbers o to N -1. This configuration crippled some of the results because
of the small amount of buffering in the network. For instance, a four tile configuration using tiles o,
1, 4, and 5 (see Figure 5-1) would have most likely yielded better results than the configuration using
tiles o, 1, 2, and 3, as was used in the evaluations. However, the choice was made to evaluate rMPI
using programs written in the way that MPI developers would be most likely to write programs, and
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2 3
6 7
9 10 11
4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15
Figure 5-1: Two possible 4-tile configurations. The configuration on the left shows tiles o, 1, 4, and
5 participating in the computation, while the configuration on the right shows tiles o, 1, 2, and 3
participation in the computation. The right configuration was used for the evaluations, as it is most
likely the manner in which most programmers would develop their programs.
number of tiles in evaluation root tile
2 1
4 2
8 6
16 6
Table 5.1: Locations of the root tile in collective operations for different numbers of tiles
thus the straightforward approach was employed.
For tests that used collective operations containing a root (e.g., broadcast, reduce, gather), the
root was placed somewhere near the spatial center of the group of tiles executing the program. Ta-
ble 5.1 lists the specific locations of the root for different numbers of tiles. Tiles on the right side of
the center of the chip were preferred over those on the left, as those tiles are closer to off-chip DRAM,
and thus have slightly lower cache miss latency.
5.3 Overhead Evaluation
One of the primary goals of rMPI as defined in Chapter 3 is that it be low overhead. Regardless
of how easy it may be to write programs using the MPI interface provided by rMPI, application
developers would probably not use rMPI if the overhead was prohibitively high. It turns out that the
optimizations employed in Version III of rMPI yielded pleasing results. An evaluation comparing the
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Figure 5-2: Overhead analysis of rMPI. Messages of varying sizes were sent from tile 3 to tile 7 using
both the GDN and rMPI. The overhead of rMPI is seen to be minimal, and its scaling properties
closely resemble that of the GDN.
end-to-end latency of messages transmitted from tile 3 to tile 7 was run using both rMPI and the GDN
natively, with message sizes increasing from i word to io million words (about 40MB). Figure 5-
2 shows the resulting latencies. As expected, rMPI imposes a constant overhead that is especially
noticeable at small message sizes. This overhead can be attributed to the extra data structures and
the large header that rMPI places at the start of any MPI message.
As the message size grows from io to loo words, however, the difference of end-to-end latencies
between both transport mechanisms narrows. Furthermore, both mechanisms scale almost identi-
cally. The almost-constant difference between the GDN graph and the rMPI graph can be attributed
to two overhead components. First, 1 out of every 31 words, or 3.2% of words transmitted, are rMPI
packet headers (save for the first packet, which is negligible for large messages). Thus, 96.8% of words
transmitted using rMPI are actual payload words, compared to 100% of words transmitted using the
GDN natively. Second, the extra computation and memory accesses necessary for data structure
management. Overall, this study shows that the overhead imposed by rMPI is quite low, and there-
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Figure 5-3: End-to-end latency of Ping-Pong benchmark, with message sizes increasing from i word
to ioo,ooo words.
fore using rMPI does not cause performance to be significantly sacrificed.
5.4 Kernel Benchmarks
This section presents the results of kernel benchmarks that evaluate the scaling properties of rMPI
as message lengths are increased. The kernels presented in this section were extracted from the Intel
MPI Benchmark (IMB) suite, a set of commonly-used kernels for benchmarking MPI implementa-
tions and extensions. In all kernels presented in this section, the end-to-end latency was measured
with message sizes increasing from i word up to ioo,ooo words. Note that end-to-end latency refers
to the number of cycles from just before the first send is enacted to just after the last receive is com-
pleted.
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Figure 5-4: End-to-end latency of broadcast benchmark, with message sizes increasing from 1 word
to ioo,ooo words.
5.4.1 Ping-Pong
Ping-pong is a classic MPI benchmark involving two processes: process A sends a message to process
B, and then process B bounces the message back to process A. Overall, each process executes one send
and one receive. The end-to-end latency was measured, and can be seen in Figure 5-3. As the message
size increases, the latency stays somewhat constant up until a message size of loo words. The graph
shows an elbow at loo words, above which the latency increases quadratically. This change can be
attributed to the increased congestion on the GDN and increased contention in the memory network
due to larger message sizes. This phenomenon was also evident on the native GDN, as seen in the
overhead evaluation in Section 5.3, and should not be significantly attributed to rMPI itself.
5.4.2 Broadcast
The broadcast benchmark was also taken from the IMB suite. It consists of a root node (process 6, in
this case) broadcasting messages of various lengths to the 15 other processes. Figure 5-4 shows the
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Figure 5-5: End-to-end latency of gather, scatter, reduce, and allgather benchmarks, with message
sizes increasing from i word to ioo,ooo words.
end-to-end latencies from the time the broadcast was initiated by the root, until the time when all
receiving processes have received their message for both linear and logarithmic broadcast algorithms.
As depicted in Figure 3-16, collective communication operations can be implemented in a variety of
algorithms. Figure 5-4 shows that especially for large messages, the logarithmic approach achieves a
3.2x speedup over the simplistic linear approach. In both cases, there exists an elbow in the graph in
between 1o words and ioo words; this can be attributed to the same reasons described previously in
Sections 5.3 and 5.4.1.
5.4.3 Gather, Scatter, Reduce, and Allgather
A number of other benchmarks were run to access the performance and scaling properties of other
commonly used MPI primitives. These benchmarks were, once again, taken from the IMB suite,
and run with an increasing message length. Figure 5-5 shows the resulting end-to-end latencies for
all of the benchmarks. The best-performing benchmarks are the logarithmic version of broadcast,
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the linear version of broadcast, and scatter. This makes sense because in all of these cases, messages
emanate from a root node and all non-root processes receive just one message. Reduce and gather
take slightly longer than broadcast and scatter, which is to be expected, as many messages converge on
one process, prompting network congestion and significant memory traffic to and from the root node.
Finally, the allgather benchmark clearly took significantly longer than the other benchmarks, but this
is largely to be expected since allgather is simply a gather operation followed by a broadcast operation.
In some sense, the curve for allgather is simply the sum of the gather curve and the broadcast curve,
modulo savings due to communication overlap and losses due to increased congestion.
Overall, Figure 5-5 shows that all of the collective operations that were evaluated exhibit similar
scaling properties that mimic the general scaling characteristics of the underlying communication
medium, the GDN.
5.5 Applications
This section presents four real MPI applications. The applications are evaluated and speedup results
are reported for a varying number of tiles. The source code for the applications was originally written
by the author, but was inspired from applications in the LAM/MPI test suite, [21], and [22].
5.5.1 Integration with the Trapezoidal Rule
The definite integral of a nonnegative function f(x) can be computed using the trapezoidal rule.
Recall that the definite integral from a to b of a nonnegative function f(x) can be viewed as the area
bounded by the function f(x), the x-axis, and the lines x = a and x = b. To estimate this area, the
area under the curve can be filled in with n trapezoids, where n is a parameter that can be adjusted
depending on the desired fidelity of the result. The width of each trapezoid is given by h = (b- a)/n,
the area of the trapezoid is given by
1
Aj = -h[f(xi- 1 + f (xi)],2
and the area of the entire approximation will be the sum of the areas of all the trapezoids. This result
is given by
A = Ai= [f(x.)/2 + f(x,)/2 + f(x1 ) + f(x2 ) + - + f(x,-,)]h.
i=o
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X 2 *9 * x+ (8 - 2 *X x)/(X/8 *x + 838387272/2.18 * X) + . ..
X2 * 9.19191 *X + (8/(X3 * 3717.121209) * X - 2 *x2)/X * 9 * + (8 - 2/X)/ ...
(x + 8 + x + 838/387272/38388221/x) + ...
(x2 ) * 9.19191 - x + (8/(x3 * 3717.121209) * X2 - 2 * x3) dx
Figure 5-6: The integral evaluated during the trapezoidal rule integraion application.
This application was parallelized using MPI primitives by allocating different portions of the in-
tegration to different processes, and later combining the results. The somewhat complicated poly-
nomial seen in Figure 5-6 was integrated for this evaluation with n = 16384. The speedups, which
can be seen in Figure 5-7, are nearly linear. The speedup of adding a second tile is not great due to
the increased overhead of communication, but 4, 8, and 16 tiles achieve substantial speedups. The
speedup for 16 tiles is 77% of perfect speedup, compared to 98% and 94% of perfect speedup for 4 and
8 tiles, respectively. This relative slowdown is most likely attributable to heavy network congestion
when 15 tiles must coalesce their partial results together.
5.5.2 Pi Estimation
The pi (7T) estimation application uses an iterative method to estimate the value of the mathematical
constant pi, and is similar to the integration via trapezoidal rule application. Pi is computed by in-
tegrating the function seen in Figure 5-9; since this integral is much simpler and the approximation
algorithm is slightly different, the speedup results look similar, but not exactly the same as those for
the trapezoidal rule application. The speedup results for this application can be seen in Figure 5-8.
Not surprisingly, as the communication overhead is low, the resulting speedups are quite high for 8
and 16 tiles, at 95% and 91% of perfect speedup, respectively. The relatively low performance with 2
and 4 tiles is most likely due to the extra overhead imposed by the rMPI library.
5.5.3 Jacobi Relaxation
The Jacobi Relaxation method is an iterative algorithm that can solve linear systems of the form
Ax = b, where the diagonal elements of A are nonzero. This method begins with an initial ap-
proximation x' to the solution vector, and repeatedly computes a new approximation xk+1 from the
current approximation xk. xik+, the ith element of x, is iteratively computed using the following
1o6
Figure 5-7: Speedup of integration with trapezoidal rule application for 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 tiles.
formula:
k1(X. i i Y b- ai x
The algorithm was parallelized by distributing data with a row-wise block-striped decomposition.
In other words, each process manages an (n/p) x n region, where the 2-dimensional array is of size
n x n and there are p processes partaking in the computation. This algorithm exhibits high locality,
as the only data that must be communicated are the top and bottom row of each processes' block
of data upon each iteration. Additionally, this application would achieve higher performance with a
different data distribution scheme (block-oriented instead of row-oriented).
Figure 5-10 shows the resulting speedup when jacobi relaxation was applied to a 3200 X 3200 2-
dimensional matrix. The speedup for two tiles was marginal: only a 20% gain was realized. However,
the speedup for four tiles increased to 2.3x, the speedup for eight tiles increased to 4.4x, and the
speedup for sixteen tiles increased to 9.3x. Given the large data set and the amount of communication
required to carry out this computation, the resulting speedup is 9x for sixteen tiles.
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Figure 5-8: Speedup of pi estimation application for 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 tiles
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Figure 5-9: The integral evaluted during the pi estimation application.
5.5.4 Matrix Multiplication
The product of an t x m matrix A and an m x n matrix B is an 1 x n matrix C whose elements are
defined by
M-1
k=o
The straightforward sequential algorithm requires 1 -m -n additions as well as 1- m -n multipli-
cation. Thus, multiplying two n x n matricies yields a time complexity of a(n 3 ). This operation can
be parallelized in many ways, some more straightforward than others. For this evaluation, the matrix
operation AB = C was parallelized using a row-oriented algorithm, whereby each of the p processes
is responsible for computing 1/p rows of C. Each process, therefore, must have access to 1/p rows of
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Figure 5-10: Speedup of Jacobi Relaxation on a 3200 X 3200 2-d matrix for 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 tiles
A and all of B. Figure 5-11 shows how the matricies were partitioned. For this evaluation, matrix A
had dimensions of 640 x 150, matrix B had dimensions of 150 x 700, and matrix C had dimensions
of 640 x 7oo; all values were double floating point numbers.
Figure 5-12 shows the resulting speedup results. The running time for the parallelized algorithm
on two tiles was longer than that for just one tile. This is not terribly surprising, as the cost of com-
municating a large chunk of data overwhelms the savings in computation. However, four tiles yields
a speedup of just over 2.8x, eight tiles yields a speedup of 5.8x, and sixteen tiles yields a speedup of
8.5x. Clearly, the large amount of data that must be communicated prevents perfect speedup, but the
resulting performance is nonetheless quite strong.
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Figure 5-11: Row-oriented parallel matrix multiplication algorithm, showing actual dimensions of
matricies used in evaluation. Each process is responsible for computing n/p rows of C, where n here
is 640, and p E {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}. The shaded regions shows the data referenced by a particular process
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Figure 5-12: Speedup of row-oriented parallel matrix multiplication application for 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16
tiles.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis presented rMPI, an MPI-compliant message passing library for the Raw tiled architec-
ture. rMPI introduces robust, deadlock-free, and high-performance mechanisms to program Raw;
offers an interface to Raw that is compatible with current MPI software; gives programmers already
familiar with MPI an easy interface with which to program Raw; and gives programmers fine-grain
control over their programs when trusting automatic parallelization tools is not desirable. Experi-
mental evaluations have shown that the resulting library had relatively low overhead, scaled well with
increasing message sizes for a number of collective algorithms, and enabled respectable speedups for
real applications.
rMPI evolved considerably through three incarnations. Version I implemented, from scratch, a
minimal set of the MPI standard, including the "core" six functions that allowed programs using basic
MPI primitives to be run. Additionally, the design of Version I was somewhat inefficient. Version II
expanded on Version I by implementing a larger set of the MPI standard in a more efficient manner.
The final rMPI implementation, Version III, implements a large portion of the MPI standard in a
robust, efficient, and extensible manner. While Versions I and II were written from scratch, Version
III incorporated a portion of the LAM/MPI implementation, a complete, production-quality MPI
implementation. The process of developing the three manifestations in this manner proved to be
quite useful; the lessons learned and concepts grasped in the earlier implementations were ultimately
necessary to construct the final implementation. Furthermore, the sheer size and complexity of the
resulting system required such an incremental approach to develop an intuition for key ideas such
as interrupt handler timing, efficient data structure architecture, and efficiently supporting extended
functionality with low overhead.
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There exist a number of potential improvements and enhancements to rMPI. First, rMPI cur-
rently does not support non-blocking sends and receives. Support for these mechanisms will be
much more feasible when operating system support becomes available on Raw. Currently, rMPI
supports word-aligned types, but not non-word-aligned offsets. Thus, rMPI could be extended to
support arbitrary byte-aligned datatypes. If users of the current implementation of rMPI desire to
send a non-word-aligned datatype, such as a char, they will have to place appropriate padding onto
the message at the sender side, and remove the padding on the receiver side.
One optimization that was employed in Version I and Version II that was not carried forward
in Version III is use of reusable packet buffers. As described in Section 3.2.2, the packet buffer pool
scheme is used to minimize the amount of dynamic memory allocations; buffer space is dynamically
allocated once, and reused by a number of potentially different users. This scheme mitigates the neg-
ative effects of many consecutive allocation and deallocation operations. This optimization was not
employed in Version III because it would have added complexity to an already-quite-complex system.
However, now that the system is stable, adding packet buffers could be a worthwhile enhancement.
It was clear in Section5.4.2 that the logarithmic broadcast algorithm performed noticeably better
than the linear algorithm. This performance could most likely be improved even further if special
collective communication algorithms were written specifically for Raw's dynamic network. In gen-
eral, platform-specific collective communication algorithms constitutes a very rich research area that
could provide substantial performance improvements.
In sum, rMPI achieved its goals of being MPI-Standard compliant, scalable, deadlock-free, high
performance, and extensible. It held up under varying degrees of network congestion and provides
a standard and straightforward interface with which to program Raw.
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